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Our Sales Associates are the most knowledgeable, well trained people in the
industry. They are assisted by state of the art computer technology and
audio-visual training tools to make buying or selling a home much easier
for you.
Come see for yourself why Coldwell Banker Don McHaney Realty has the
Innovative Edge on our competition.

FIVE CITIES

1 1/2 BA «nd unit. N«w flooring in kitchon
& baths. Enjoy oozy firaplaca A axtra largs
mastar badroom. Closa to shopping A bus
sarvica. Saa todayl (SLO 17)........$163,900

LOTS OF ROOM, GREAT PRICE 5 BR,
2 1/2 BA. family room A dining room. Save
on haating oosts w / 2 wood burning stoves.
Cuta gazabo in yard for pionics, See todayl
(SLO 5).............................................. $230,000

INVESTORS Exoaplional oornk), oiosa to
Cal Poly, downtown A madioal sarvioas. 2
BR. 1 3/4 BA w/ firaplaoa A vaultad oailing.
2 patios A anolosad garaga. Graat Valual
(SLO S)...............................................$169,000

CHOICE LOCATION dosa to Cal Poiy w/
bus sarvica nearby. 4 BR. 2 BA. mastar bath
is newly ram odalad A new carpet
throughout. Fenced backyard for privacy.
Must seal (SLO 85).......................... $265,000

INCOM E POTEfihW rL Located on corner
lot, 3 BR, 1 BA, family room A fireplace.
Fenced backyard w / covered patio to host
BBQ 's.Separata laundry room for con
venience. Priced to saNI (SLO 4)...$215,000

ingle level, 2 BA, 4 BR
or use a room for family room. Private, low
maintenance, fenced yard with lots of deck
area. Come see your next home.
(SLO 13)............................................ $299,500

TWO LARGE CONDOS in Oak Village
complex. A 3 BR. 2 1/2 BA w / oovered
patio. (AG 48).................................$199,900
Also, an end unit, 3 BR, 2 1/2 BA w/ fire
place. (AG 174)............................... $229,500

GREAT A REA OF P IS M O B EA C H .
P ^ of ocean view. Nice kitchen w/ garden
window that looks out on the large
redwood deck. Single level, 3 BR, 1 3/4 BA.
double car garage.(AG 35).............. $239,900

GLIMPSE OF
T ic n o ^ o n ,
BA and family room. New paint inside and
out. Many extras include fireplace, breakfast
bar and 2 car garage. (AG 58)......... $274,000

If you’d like a career with The Winning Combination, call Jim Buckbee today.
lOMWiMWHwmiriii wmwwK
c o L O
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B A N K E R

DON McHANEY
REALTY

□

840 M onterey Street
San Luis O bispo
543-2000

1900 CokhveU Bnker Residemid Real EMie. An Equal Opportunity Company.

1248 Grand Avenue
A rroyo Grande
489-1170
1988-1989
Equal Housing Opportunity. Some Offices IndependenUy O^ned wd Operated.
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•Architectural originality. Find out what they're up to out in Poly Canyon this year with Design
Village. By Larró Sterling.

26

•A day in the life of Cal Poly. A photo essay.

28

•Skirting the conservative Image. Two new clubs— a pro-choice and a pro-life group— are
forming on campus, showing that we just may have a bit of activism on this campus after all.

By Karen Kendzor.
31

•Ride 'em, cowboy! Find out what it takes to be a rodeo star. By Leo Shiffrar.

33

•Horsing around. The Cal Poly Horse Show Team promises a great show this Poly Royal.
By Kim Jarrard.

34

•Juggling act. Balancing school and work is hard enough...add in clubs. See what a few Cal
Poly club leaders do to make it all work. By Laura Daniels.

41

•SELF-fulfilment. A new club at Cal Poly raises issues for minority women and helps to
address them. By Monica Ortiz.

44

•Ethnic perceptions. What's it like to be a minority at this mostly-white campus. By Glenn Horn.
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48

•What's happ'nin'. Turn here for a complete (as far as we know) schedule of events for this
58th Annual Poly Royal.

In Memory...
The Mustang Daily editorial staff dedicates
this year's Poly Royal issue to former sports
editor Jay Garner. His talent and dedication,
as well as his sense of humor will be greatly
missed around the newsroom.-

© 1990 Mustang Daily

About the cover...
Mustang Daily photographer Darrell Miho took the
cover photo, using h » 35mm Canon camera. He does
not want us to know what it is, though. "Art," he said.

Jay Edward Garner
1 9 6 6 -1 9 9 0
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Reality of the Innovative Edge
Is this year’s theme a realistic portrait?
Or just a visage of what Cal Poly offers?
o boldly go where no man has
gone before. To break free from
the binding chains of ig
norance. To challenge the very
laws of nature.
Is this the sort of trail-blaz
ing that goes on at Cal Poly?
As a university, do we possess
the latest technology and the
newest equipment? Are we teetering precariously
on THE INNOVATIVE EDGE? Or is the theme of
Poly Royal this year just someone’s wishful think
ing?
Beki Agnew, Poly Royal Board promotions
coordinator, said this year’s theme is a combina
tion of two of the 390 entries, so the theme isn’t
even one person’s wishful thinking. Agnew said the
Board combined speech communications junior
Shannon Irons’ “ The Cutting Edge” with city and
regional planning senior David Rizk’s "Creative
Innovation.”
"We liked the idea of starting the new decade

D IS C O V E R

looking into the future, starting a new decade with
new ideas,” Agnew said.
Agnew said the promotion team wanted to have
a theme that pertained to everyday life at Cal Poly,
and to all the schools, so they combined the two
entries. It’s hard to say if the theme applies, or if it
just sounds good. Cal Poly has a different ap
proach than other schools, which makes com
parisons with schools like UC Berkeley difficult.
Cal Poly is hard to compare with other univer
sities because its goals and methods are different.
While some schools concentrate on theory. Cal Po
ly has students "learning by doing.” It focuses on
a strong undergraduate education.
Cal Poly prides itself on producing graduates
who are ready to enter their fields. The technology
it teaches has immediate practical applications.
While UC Davis may have comparable or superior
tools, explains Associate Dean of Agriculture
Charlie Crabb, they are used in research facilities
or mainly by graduate students.
Sec INNOVATIVE, page 12

W O O D S ID E
O pen House
F r id a y - S a tu r d a y

A p r il 2 7 - 2 8

1 0 A M . - 4 P .M .

• REFRESHM ENTS

• E N T E R T A IN M E N T

PICK UP AN INFORMATION-APPLICATION
PACKAGE & TAKE A SELF-GUIDED
TOUR OF OUR GROUNDS & BUILDINGS.
B e a u tifu l C r e e k s id e S e ttin g

SLO’ S BEST STUDENT BUILDING
✓
✓
✓
✓

Furnished 3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
Double bed in each private bedroom
All units have dishwashers & new refrigerators
Water & gas paid
Quiet environment for the serious student
Individual leases
Friendly, helpful staff

S e p a r a te T o w n h o u s e E n tr a n c e s
To Morro Bay

WOODSIDE

W o o d s id e
A R A R X M EN X S

FOOTHILL BLVD.

200 North Santa Rosa (Hwy 1)

544-7007
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Social Responsibility

Should graduates seek solutions to
social issues above materiai gains
ou are graduating at a time when
the country desperately needs an
swers to pressing questions — at a
time when committed people can
fin d struggles and challenges equal
to their ingenuity and idealism. "

The above words, spoken by Cal
Poly President Warren Baker, were
aimed at thousands of June graduates entering the
workforce at the dawn of a new decade.
''There are too few voices raised these days in behalf of
commitment to others or to the good of the whole,” he
said, reminding his audience of the problems and deci
sions they will face in the 1990s. Baker challenged the
graduates to take the responsibility of being educated
citizens seriously.
But will one speech at the end of an entire college ex
perience make a difference in how people view their re
sponsibility to humanity beyond their own personal
career goals? Are students already prepared, before they
put on that black gown, to be responsible leaders who
will seek out solutions to those complex issues?
A deteriorating environment threatened by pollution
and mistreatment, widespread dependence on drugs, the
AIDS epidemic, and the emergence of a large ill-housed,
ill-fed and poorly educated underclass are issues which
can no longer be left for small groups of activists to
question and act upon alone.
Add to the list a weakened economy undermined by
scandals in the financial world and the disrepair and
funding problems of public facilities such as schools,
hospitals and highways. These are problems that affect

everyone and cannot be solved by what
Baker called the "yuppie” and single-minded
self fulfillment mindset of the 1980s.
That exclusive self-interest, he said, pro
mises many of the things Americans have
been conditioned to value, including in
dependence, financial security, freedom,
adventure and ultimately power.
"But these promises are illusory,” he said.
"The pursuit of these things for their own
sakes will only further separate and divide us
— both from each other, and from ourselves.”
Is a Cal Poly-type education consistent
with the aspirations of its president? The
learning-by-doing philosophy has been
criticized as a method that, in reality, teaches
students to simply do rather than think. In
an effort to direct students toward a specific
career, the value of a broad education is lost.
Has this happened at Cal Poly or is the
university providing an interdependent world
with better citizens and not just workers
with specialized skills?
"I think what you have to remember is
that you are at a real university here,” said
Philip Bailey, interim vice president of aca
demic affairs. Some people consider a uni
versity that has a learn-by-doing philosophy or is
career-oriented and think that it is a vocational school,
he said.
"At a vocational school you push a button and this
happens,” he said. "At a university you would train
someone to know why you would want this instrument.

why you would even need this instrument and where the
button is, when that button needs to be pushed, what
the consequences are of pushing that button.”
Bailey believes that the learn-by-doing philosophy is
Please sec ISSUES, page 19

SLO Tow n picks up pace
as u rb an ites m ove in
Hello Angelinos, good-bye affordable housiiig
eople are often attracted to
San Luis Obispo because of its
rural surroundings, small-town
atmosphere and squeaky-clean
wholesomeness. With an in
creasing population, however,
it is becoming more and more
difficult to live up to that im
age.
"When you put too many people in a small room,
it becomes unattractive.” said San Luis Obispo
Mayor Ron Dunin. " If it's too crowded you just
don’t see anything.”
San Luis Obispo has not yet reached the point of
"too crowded,” Dunin said, and measures are being
taken now to "protect the attractiveness” of the
city from excessive urbanization.
The city’s population is approximately 41,000
people, according to the San Luis Obispo Chamber
of Commerce. That is a 17 percent population in
crease since 10 years ago, when the population was
about 34,000. It is comparable to a 16 percent in
crease in the population of the city of Los Angeles
during the same time period.
People in "SLO-town” often refer to living the
"SLO-life.” But the pace of things seems to be
TIM KESSELRINQ

Conatructlon of another parking structura on Marsh Straat will help com
bat problems caused by Increased population.

picking up a bit with the urbanization of San Luis
Obispo. And with an increased population comes
increased building, a higher cost of living and a
changed atmosphere.
According to Michael Dwiggins, president of the
San Luis Obispo Board of Realtors, many home
buyers have been coming to the Central Coast from
urban areas, especially Los Angeles ("Angelinos” ).
Prospective buyers are often people who "want to
raise a family outside of the major problems down
there (in Southern California),” Dwiggins said.
Such buyers tend to bring with them large sums of
money from the sale of their homes in the Los
Angeles area.
Since these buyers have the resources to pay high
prices for homes in San Luis Obispo, real estate
prices have skyrocketed. Although the market has
slowed down within the past year, Dwiggins said
an entry level price for a single family home is
$200,000.
More prestigous homes, such as in the Country
Club Estates off Broad Street (Highway 227), can
range from $400,000 to SSOO.OOO, Dwiggins said.
Many areas of San Luis Obispo have escalated in
price so quickly that it has become financially imSce URBANIZATION, page 16
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The ups a n d d o w n s o f P ro p o s itio n 111..
How a traffic relief measure could save state university fees
measure appearing on June’s
ballot will play a major role in
determining the future of
California’s higher education.
The ballot measure is called
Proposition 111, or “ The Traf
fic Congestion Relief and
Spending Limitation Act of
1990.’’ And state education officials warn that if
this measure is not approved by voters, California
students will see unprecedented hikes in annual
state university fees and/or severely limited access
to higher education for future California State
University and University of California students.
Prop. 111 does two things: It increases the
state’s gas tax by 9 cents during the next five
years, and it revises California’s decade-old spen
ding limit, the Gann limit. The latter part is most
important to the 20-campus CSU system.
The Gann spending limit was approved by voters
in 1979 in a effort to strengthen government fiscal
responsibility — to check unnecessary or wasteful
spending. The limit restricts state and local spen
ding to their 1979 levels, adjusted annually for
population growth and growth in national per
capita income. Forty percent of the budget and a
majority of revenue collected over the limit is
guaranteed to K-12 and community college educa
tion because of Proposition 98, approved by voters
two years ago.
But even though the demand and cost for all
state programs has increased during the past de
cade, extra money must still go to K-12 education.
The result has been a shrinking General Fund,
from which CSU draws, and an increasing portion
of the budget going to K-12 and community col
leges.
Prop. 111 does not eliminate government spen
ding restrictions but adjusts spending limit
criteria. The new formula would be based on state
per-capita income rather than the national con
sumer price index. It also eliminates the extra
money guarantee to K-12.
This adjustment would allow the state to spend
about $800 million more in the upcoming fiscal
year, according to the state Legislative Analyst’s
office. And CSU would have access to an extra
$400 million by the year 2000. This money would
go toward general services currently paid for by
the General Fund and students through annual
state university fees, according to the official CSU
publication Stateline.
If Prop. 111 does not pass, however, CSU will be
forced to find other means to support vital pro
grams. An official from the California State Stu
dent Association (CSU’s primary student lobbying
group), warns that the result will be a change from
traditionally non-tuition state univerities to hikes
in annual university fees. CSSA Legislative Direc
tor David Hawkins calls these hikes, “ a tax on
students.”

During the past five years, state uni
versity fees have increased mostly for
inflationary reasons, Hawkins said in a
phone interview from Sacramento. In
1989, CSU students paid a 3.6 percent
increase in fees over the previous year
R e v is Q s s t a t Q s p e n d i n g l i m i t , t h e G a n n l i m i t .
for a total of $708 per year. This
minimal hike is because of an agree
N e w f o r m u la b a s e d o n in c r e a s e in s t a t e 's p e r c a p i t a
ment between Gov. George Deukmejian
in c o m e , n o t o n c o s t-o M iv in g in c r e a s e s .
and university officials to keep fee in
creases below 10 percent.
Before the agreement in early 1980,
E l i m i n a t e s r e v e n u e w i n d f a l l f o r K -1Z a n d c o m m u n i t y
government increases were unchecked,
c o lle g e s g u a r a n t e e d b y P r o p . 9 8 ( p a s s e d in 1 9 8 8 ) b u t
unpredictable and steep. Hawkins
pointed out that in 1981, CSU students
m a i n t a i n s 4 0 - p e r c e n t b a s e f u n d i n g lim it.
paid $160 per year in state fees. By
198S, those fees had more than tripled
In c re a s e s c e n ts -p e r-g a llo n ta x o n g a s o lin e b y 5 c e n ts to $573 per year. This 10-percent-cap
p e r - g a l l o n In f ir s t y e a r a n d a d d s a d d i t i o n a l c e n t u n t i l
agreement expires in August, Hawkins
said, and Deukmejian has indicated
in c re a s e to ta ls 9 c e n ts p e r g a llo n .
that he will not renew the cap unless
Proposition 111 wins voter approval in
In c re a s e s tru c k w e ig h t f e e s a n d a llo w s P ro p o s itio n 1 0 8
June.
(if p a s s e d ) t o t a k e e ffe c t.
In addition, if Prop. 111 is not ap
proved and the spending limit is not
revised, Californians may be faced with
a higher education system that is no
Source; California Journal, April 1990
longer open to all who meet minimum
requirements. CSU currently accepts
the top third of all high school graduates, but that
that California voters are more receptive to the in
number could be narrowed simply because there
crease.
will not be enough facilities and resources to ac
Prop. 111 promoters also are challenged with
commodate them.
educating a public that traditionally has been apa
This problem becomes more complicated when
thetic to complicated spending issues like the Gann
considering a recent growth study that indicates
limit. But a field representative for the campaign
CSU will grow by more than 186,000 students by
supporting the measure, Rachelle Walter, said in a
the year 2005. The growth study also points out
phone interview from Burlingame that once Prop.
that new jobs appearing during the next few de
111 is explained, people favor the measure two-tocades will more than likely require a college educa
one.
tion, especially in technological and professional
Proposition 1l l ’s weighty effect is not limited to
areas. The result will be a growing populace
higher education. Gann limit revisions would affect
undereducated and unprepared for those jobs.
a wide variety of programs and services that rely
Prop. 111 has enjoyed unusual bi-partisan sup
on the state’s General Fund, including local gov
port from the Governor and legislature, and no
ernment, prisons and hospitals.
organizations formally oppose the measure. But,
And support ranges from the California Tax
those who are against it primarily point to the gas
payers Association and the League of Women
tax portion of the proposition, which calls for an
Voters to the California Teachers Association,
increase by five cents-per-gallon in the first year
which even needed a bit of convincing before giv
and one additional cent for the next four years.
ing up Prop. 98’s guaranteed revenue windfall.
According to the April issue of California Journal,
While it is unlikely that Gann revisions would
a political-analysis magazine, some of those oppo
breathe life into near-dead state programs starved
nents include Republican Assemblyman Richard
for money, revisions could make a very real dif
Mountjoy, economist Arthur Laffer and Los
ference in the lives of future students wishing a
Angeles County Supervisor Pete Schabarum. They
college education.
say that although transportation problems need to
If Proposition 111 loses at the polls in June, CSU
be addressed, Prop. 111 is not the right method.
fees will increase and services will be strangled or
Before the October San Francisco earthquake,
eliminated.
polls indicated that a tax increase also would be
Ultimately, all of California would lose.
hard to sell to the general public. But after the
quake, which registered 7.1 on the richter scale and
caused the Nimitz freeeway collapse, polls show
Christine Kohn is a senior Journalism mtuor and
managing eJ/roro/M ustang Daily. Last year she
interned at the political-analysis magazine Califor
nia Journal.

Proposition 111 summary

flnnuql pgKcntqgq fcg increqtgs for (I.S. univgrsitigs
20%

15%
10%

5%
0%

78-79 7^80 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86 86-87 87-88 88-89 89-90 90-91
Source: College Board
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IBM
announces
an enhancement
to the P S/2.
A high-speed
loan.
If you’re like most students, you’re often running on empty wlien it
comes to ready cash/Fhat’s why we’ve come up witli tlie IBM PS/2®
Loan for Learning. It’s easy. It’s fast. And it’s aflordable.
Interest rates are substantially lower than those of most consumer
loans. Just 1.5% above the Prime Rate (as published in The Ifall
Street Journal).
Qualibed students (or their parents), faculty and staffs can borrow from $1,500 to
$8,000 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2.®*
The one-page application makes it as easy as applying for
a credit card.
ftiy for your PS/2 in easy bites. Take five years to repay.
Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or
Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as
$37.71 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded
with software.
Here’s the smart way to get the money you need, for
the PS/2 you need. Visit your campus outlet for an
application or call the Nellie Mae Loan Hotline at
1 (8 0 0 )6 3 4 -9 3 0 8 .
,,,

Bookstoie

756-5311

t jh e loan offer is available only to qualified students, faculty and staff who purchase IBM PS/2’s through participating campus outlets
•Applicants must have a combined minimum annual income of $20,000 to be eligible
••The monthly payment is based upon 100% financing repaid in 60 monthly installments based on the chart below and includes the
1% guarantee fee The interest rate is variable, subject to change each month
Amount
Financed

Months
M2

Months
13-36

Months
3760

APR

$2682.01
S37.71
$48.81
$87.63
11.5%
®IBM, PS/2 and Personal System/2 are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. © IBM Corp 1989
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S*nk>r Franklin Burrta, craator of tha TIpay Taxi program.

M iB E R W S O O l

‘A one-man show’
Tipsy Taxi service just one of many successes in
the life of industrious, community-minded student
undreds of San Luis
Obispo barhoppers
know the system.
After having enough
drinks to make driv
ing unsafe, they get
the coupon from the
establishment and
make a phone call.
Ten minutes later, the cab arrives. They
show the coupon, and the driver unders
tands. He safely takes them home and
takes the coupon for the fare.
Soon after that, the barhopper is safely
passed out on his or her own
couch or
bathroom floor.
The Tipsy Taxi program, brainchild of
applied art and design senior Franklin G.
Burris II, has done its duty again.
Burris’ work with Tipsy Taxi since the
idea was formed in 1987 has made it one of
the most effective and cost-efficient saferide programs in California. After talking
with Burris, however, this comes as no
surprise, for behind the tinted, horn
rimmed glasses and easy-going manner
lurks the mind of a dynamic workhorse
that knows no way to undertake a project
with less than 110 percent commitment.
“ My mom gave me this attitude that
what you do reflects you, so you should do
it the best that you can,” Burris said. “ If
I see something in a club or a group that I
can make better. I’ll do it because it will
reflect on that group and on me.”
The reflection that Burris receives from
his years with Tipsy Taxi is one of hard
work and dedication. Besides basically

supervising the program for most of its
existence, he was instrumental in expan
ding the program from one only for stu
dents to one that is available to everyone
in the community.
He talked the Yellow Cab companies of
San Luis Obispo and the Five Cities area
into providing the transportation and
convinced most of the bars in San Luis
Obispo to participate.
He actively solicited funding from the
three local beer distributors as well as
from Summit Place, French Hospital’s in
patient/outpatient drug treatment pro
gram. He also wrote a 36-page application
to the U.S. Department of Education in
1987 in an unsuccessful attempt to obtain
money from the Fund to Improve PostSecondary Education’s Drug Prevention
Institution Program.
Fresno State and UC Irvine have called
him for advice on how to set up their own
Tipsy Taxi programs.
“ He’s basically been a one-man show,”
said ASl Executive Director Roger Con
way. “ Usually I play a supportive role
when a student has an idea like this, but
with Franklin, I just went along. He ex
plained the program and basically sold the
idea to me. He then went out and did it.”
“ He struck me as a unique individual,”
said Chris Kington, marketing director for
French Hospital. “ His ability to concep
tualize and implement this program is ex
cellent, no matter what his age or that he’s
a student or not. By meeting him it didn’t
surprise me at all that he could do it.”
Conway said, “ 1 work with a lot of stu

dents who have neat ideas, but ones that
never happen. That’s why I’m so taken up
with Franklin — he’s consistently followed
through with this for three years now to
make it happen.”
Kington said, “ It takes a skillful indi
vidual to do something that takes so much
coordination and planning before you get
any results. The fact that he did this while
being a full-time student is very excep
tional.”
Describing Burris as exceptional for his
extra-curricular activity might be a little
bit like saying Einstein was a pretty
smart guy. Besides Tipsy Taxi, Burris has
a list of past and present involvements
that could stretch from here to his
hometown of Davis.
Among other things, he has served as
president, vice president and alumni
chairman for Phi Delta Theta during the
past three years. He was an ASI senator
during the 1986-87 school year and was
chairman of the School of Liberal Arts
Council from 1987 to 1989. He is an active
member of the Order of Omega, an
honorary greek fraternity. He is currently
on a marketing advisory board for SLO
Brewing Co. and “ dabbles” in some
freelance computer graphics and design
consulting.
Somehow one gets the feeling that Bur
ris thinks there’s more to college than just
books, classes and studying.
“ Yeah, I’m a firm believer that you
learn more at a university with your out
side activities than what you get from
your classroom education,” he said. “ I’ve

gained many skills working with ASI,
clubs, the greek system and everything
else.
“ 1 mean, look around. You see things
like the Da Vinci project (Cal Poly’s
human-powered helicopter),” he said.
“ You’re not going to see that type of thing
in the classroom.”
Meanwhile, his activity with ASI and
the greek system also has created a wake
of admiration for his work ethic there.
“ He’s a very thorough individual,” said
ASI President Ricardo Echeverria, who
was an ASI senator the same year as Bur
ris. “ If he’s going to do something, he’ll
put in his heart and soul, and it will come
out first class.”
Allen Van der Horst, former Interfraternity Council president. Order of
Omega treasurer as well as current ASI
community relations director, agrees.
“ He’s a pleasure to work with.
Whenever I needed work done. I’d just
give it to Franklin because I know he’d
get it done and there’d be no need to look
over his shoulder,” he said.
“ Sometimes you delegate work, and you
have to check up on the guy. Others you
ask if they can do something for you and
they say ‘Yeah!’ and boom, it’s done.
That’s how Franklin is.”
And as if all this work wasn’t enough,
Burris said he has also found working in
California’s political system to his liking.
He spent the summer of 1987 doing an in
ternship as a lobbyist in Sacramento for
the California State Student Association,
Please see BURRIS, page 10
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and workod last summer for
state Assemblyman Jack
O’Connell (D-Santa Barbara).
For Burris, working for
O’Connell, the assistant speaker
pro tern of the California
Assembly, was the most rewar
ding experience he’s had so far.
“ He’s an inspiring person
because he’s in his low thirties
and he’s already the No. 3 man in
the Assembly. He looks like a
college student,’’ Burris said.
“ I’ve met a few people from
the state legislature and know
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“I can handle being a
follower. I can handle being a
leader. Bat I can't stand
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minor in public administration to
his curriculum. He is set to
graduate a year from June.
“ 1could get out after winter
(quarter), but why? All I’d do is
sit around for three months until
the jobs came around,” he said.
As for life after Cal Poly, Bur
ris said he has a good grip on
what he wants to achieve.
“ I want to do something
creative and innovative in graph
ic design or be a legislative
assistant and work on things
that will bring out improvements
in the way things are,” he said.
“ But basically, what I want out
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of a career is the respect of the
people in my field.
“ I have a motto I go by: ‘Lead,
follow, or get out of the way.’ I
can handle being a follower. 1can
handle being a leader. But I can’t
stand people who get in the way.
You don’t complain - - fix it,
dammit, or get out of the way,”
he said.
Although this motivation has
kept him more or less “ always
busy,” neither he nor his friends
can imagine him just doing
nothing.
“ I enjoy it,” Burris said. “ I’m
not one who can
sit and play com
puter games all
day or shoot eight
hours of pool a
dayintheU.U. 1
like to get involv
ed and work with
people.”
“ He’ll always
find something,”
said Van der
Horst. “ When
he’s done with one project, he’s
not the type to sit down and
watch TV. He’ll go out and find
something else to do.”
“ He’s always in and out of the
house. You can never catch him
at home for more than an hourand-a-half,” said roommate Peter
Iverson, a crop science junior.
“ He’s had a little more spare
time lately since his term as
fraternity president ended, but
he’s now going out to find other
things to do to keep him busy.”
Burris admits that he has not
always been so driven to be inPieasc see BURRIS, page 11

this.’ It was kind of neat — a
typical ‘Boy Goes to
Washington’ type story.”
“ I like solving problems,” he
said. “ You talk to the people who
have the problem, and you see
their frustration. You start
working: soon you’re all wrapped
up in it as well, saying ‘There has
got to be a way to solve this!’
When you do, it’s kind of grati
fying.”
Solving problems like this has
given Burris, already in his fifth
year at Cal Poly, enough gratifi
cation that he decided to add a

did solve a problem because
they’d call us and thank us and
make a big deal out of it. All the
while I’d be saying, ‘Hey, it’s
just my job.’ ”
One problem that Burris
helped solve while working for
O’Connell was a complaint from
a funeral parlor. Burris said the
parlor had asbestos in its roof
and, in accordance with state
law, filed a toxics report and paid
a tax to have it removed. The
state, however, kept sending let
ters every six months saying
they had to pay the tax again,
although there
was no longer any
asbestos at the
parlor.
“ They wrote to
our office to com
plain,” Burris
said. “ They had
tried contacting
the Franchise Tax
Board, but were
ignored, so they
wanted us to do
something about it.
“ It took about six weeks, but
we talked to the tax board and
got them removed,” Burris said.
“ We found out the tax system
had not been set up for one-time
payments. It was for institutions
that had to have toxics removed
regularly. We even got the parlor
a refund of the last payment they
made.”
About a month later, O’Con
nell’s office got a letter from the
parlor thanking them for their
efforts, singling out Burris.
“ Jack then gave it to me and
said, ‘You might want to keep

that some fit the typical stereo
type of the politician — middleaged or old men that never really
do anything. Jack’s not like that.
He doesn’t look like he’s going to
die soon. He’s young, energetic
and willing to try new ideas.”
But the man he worked for
wasn’t the only reason Burris got
so much out of that job, he said;
it was also because of the work
itself.
“ There I was working with
people who had real problems
that we had to solve for them,”
he said. “ It was great when we
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volved with people and projects,
however. It wasn’t until his
junior year of high school that it
all began.
“ I was in the Key Club (a
Kiwanis service club), and the
president of the club convinced
me to run for an office,” he said.
“ I discovered it was fun to do
this and get involved, so I ran for
president for the next year and
lost.”
Two weeks later, Burris went
to a regional convention for Key
Club, ran for lieutenant governor,
and won.
” I ended up be
ing in charge of
the guy who beat
me as well as four
other presidents,”
Burris said.
” I was a late
bloomer. Maybe
now I’m making
up for lost time.”
An only child,
Burris said his
parents have never pushed him
to do anything but are complete
ly supportive of all his activity.
” If anything, my mom told me
to cut back a little so I wouldn’t
overwork myself,” he said. “ But
they always told me, ’You can do
whatever you want to do, and if
you want to, you have our blessing. » ♦*
When Burris does get some
rare free time, he spends most of
it with his girlfriend of about a
year, microbiology senior Amie
JoGerlovich.
“ She’s active in her sorority,
and she’s the School of Science

and Mathematics representative
to the Poly Royal Executive
Board. Between that and her
major, she doesn’t have much
time, either,” he said.
Although Burris does come
close to being all work, he
definitely is far from being no
play.
As a senator with ASI, he said
he was famous for his teddy bear.
“ I had this teddy bear with a
whoopie cushion in it. I brought
it once and at the end of my
report it made a big fart sound.
It had everybody laughing for

Sounds like the guy can cook,
too. □

So has Burris himself ever us
ed the Tipsy Taxi program he set
up?
“ I have used it. I always keep
a coupon in my pocket,” he said.
“ It has come in handy. A couple
of times I’ve been in a bar that’s
not in the program and given it
to someone who desperately
needed a ride.”
He said, however, that Tipsy
Taxi is one of his projects that
still needs work.
“ It’s falling short of some of
my expectations. I’d like to see
the city push it more. Mayor
(Ron) Dunin has
always been in
terested in how
it’s going, but the
rest of the council
hasn’t shown
much support.
From the benefit
the city derives
from the program,
I wish they would
put more em
phasis on it.
“ I’d have every place that
serves liquor in the city be in the
program,” he added. “ That
doesn’t sound hard, but some
people have said they don’t want
to.”
To almost anybody else, this
sense of follow-through which
Burris has exhibited throughout
his career at Poly seems incredi
ble. To Burris, however, it’s sim
ply second nature.
“ It seems to me, if you’re go
ing to do something, you have to
finish it — it’s part of the pro
cess,” he said. “ You don’t mix a
cake and not put it in the oven.”

Jason Foster is a sophomore
journalism major. This is his se
cond quarter reporting fo r
Mustang Daily.

Mustang Daily:
Make it vour daily habit

m

“ It s9«ms to mo, if yoo'ro
going to do somothing, you
hovo to finish it — it's port
five minutes.
“ Sometimes you get tense in
there with all the debating,” he
said. “ Sometimes you have to do
something to break down the
walls that get built up.”
Executive Director Conway
remembers the incident.
“ Franklin said it was his little
friend,” he said. “ I get the feel
ing that outside a formal setting,
he’s quite a character.”
“ I see him in the bars every
other weekend,” Van der Horst
said. “ Franklin loves to have a
good time. He’ll go out and party
with you.”
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Innovative
From page 4
“ I think wc have a different
focus than other land grant in
stitutions,” said Crabb. ” UC
Davis does basic research that
doesn’t have an immediate
spin-off in application to
agriculture. We’re capturing the
best contributions from basic
research and making them prac
tical.”
Crabb added that unlike other
schools, the new equipment Cal
Poly gets is used primarily by
undergraduates.
Cal Poly has long been famous
for its School of Agriculture. Re
cent purchases, funded with lot
tery money, are helping to
strengthen and expand that rep
utation.
The animal science department
is working in biotechnology, in
cluding embryo transfers and
ultrasounds being performed on
cows.
They have also been expanding
their animal physiology facilities.
Last year the department ac
quired a new heart and lung
machine.
“ They have a state-of-the-art
machine that even the hospital
borrows,” said Crabb.
“ The machine is the only one in
town,” animal science professor
William Plummer said. “ The
cardiologists from French
Hospital come over here and play
on it.”
In addition, a crop science pro
fessor has developed a pesticide
waste-water treatment facility.
Machines that spray pesticides
on crops are often covered with

pesticide residue after they have
completed the spraying. In the
past the machines were rinsed off
and the rinse water, containing a
small amount of pesticide, was
collected in tanks and disposed
of. Crabb estimated that 25,000
gallons of pesticide waste water
were sent to the Casmalia landfill
every three months.
Now, the waste water is pro
cessed with filters, and pesticides
are removed so the water can be
safely recycled. “ Now,” said

"Lots of tho
rosoorch horo is
done by
andergroduotes,
not just grad

Crabb, “ one barrel of used car
bon water filters goes to
Casmalia every five years.”
The food science department
has acquired a single-barrel ex
truding machine and a con
tinuous-use commercial-grade
microwave oven, for dehydration,
during the last year. Food
Science Club Poly Royal repre
sentative Tom Fenton says the
machines help prepare students
for industry.

“ You can sit in a classroom
and learn about this stuff,” said
Fenton. “ But coming into a lab
and using it is totally different.”
The food science department is
getting an upgraded microwave
at the end of spring quarter, too.
It will have a conveyer belt for
continuous use and a built-in
convection oven. “ Most of the
things we do in the lab are step
by step,” said Fenton. “ We try
to get continuous moving things
because in industry they’re con
tinuous, and when we go out
there we’ll be using them.”
The extrusion machine is used
for developing new products,
said Fenton. Currently Cal Poly
graduate students are working
with the machine, which is a
scaled-down version of those us
ed in the field. Fenton said in in
dustry the machine is used to
develop a product, and the pro
duction is done on the larger
machine. Learning to use the
smaller extuder will put students
a step ahead.
Crabb said it is important for
Cal Poly to continue developing
new products. “ Most companies
have very little research and
development,” he explained. “ So
it is important for Cal Poly to
develop the new technology.
And lots of the research here is
done by undergraduates, not just
grad students.”
Other schools on campus are
forging ahead, too.
“ If you go around to every
teacher in this department and
and ask what their students are
See INNOVATIVE, page 13
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doing that’s innovative, you’ll
come up with 20 things that
would make Popular Science
magazine,” said mechanical
engineering professor Raymond
Gordon.
Gordon is filling in as faculty
advisor for Cal Poly’s DaVinci
project, which is Cal Poly’s at
tempt at building a humanpowered helicopter. The Ameri
can Helicopter Society 10 years
ago offered $25,000 to the first
group to build a human-powered
helicopter that could hover 10
feet off the ground for a certain
amount of time.
Last fall, after 10 years of at
tempts, the DaVinci project was
successful in launching a craft
into ‘‘man-powered vertical
flight” seven inches of the floor
for 6.8 seconds. They became the
first team ever in the contest to
get off the ground.
‘‘Why did we do it?” said Gor
don. ‘‘The challenge to be the
first. They (the team) will always
be the first. No one can take that
away from them.”
Students make all of DaVinci’s
designs and collect all materials
needed, and even build and
assemble all the parts. Gordon
feels DaVinci’s success will give
other groups something to work
with. ‘‘It will encourage more
people to try it, to try to improve
on this design,” he said. ‘‘We are
pioneering.”
Gordon also sees examples of
innovation in the senior projects
within his department. ‘‘We give
them the science and fundamen-

tals and they go out and do it.”
Currently he is supervising
several projects illustrating this.
Senior Chris Bergevin is working
on monitoring the flow rate of an
insulin pump implanted in the
body. Senior Wendell Yee is
developing a device to measure
the temperature of the walls of
blood vessels when they are
heated to remove fat build-ups.
Other mechanical engineering
students are working on super
mileage cars, formula cars, and a

"W q want to
giv« stadants
«noogh theory
and enough

off-roading Baja bug as senior
project.
llie School of Architecture also
prides itself in giving students
technology they will be using in
their future professions. ‘‘It’s an
on-going challenge to provide
students with current
technology,” said architecture
department head Mike Martin.
‘‘We’d like to think that if we
aren’t leading the way, at least
we’re walking with those who

are.
Martin said one of Cal Poly’s
strong points is in its emphasis
on both hands-on practical expe
rience and theory. ‘‘We’re in a
minority (using the hands-on ap
proach). Our strength is in
balancing between the learningby-doing theory and design and
technology.”
The department is currently
discussing a change in its
undergrad curriculum to enable
students to focus on specific
areas within the profession. The
outcome could be concentrations
within the architecture major,
(now none exist) or at least focal
points for students to choose.
‘‘We want to give students
enough theory and enough expe
rience so that they believe they
do have the power to act when
they move into the profession,”
said Martin.
Architecture students are also
in front of the pack with senior
projects. Last year two students
designed and constructed a burn
center in Mexico. This year a
number of students are con
structing experimental struc
tures in Poly Canyon.
A new topic in architecture is
the use of computers. Martin
said now at Cal Poly they are
developing an expert system
which, when fully developed,
could revolutionize the industry.
The system would help designers
make decisions about the quality
of the environment by using
computers and electronic media.
Architecture now must be
Sec INNOVATIVE, page 25
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Italian Ham
Pepperoni
Sausage
Linguica
Anchovies

Artichokes
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More than a great fit,
it’s a lifestyle...
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Wrangler Jeans
mens or ladies
all styles

$ 4 .0 0 o ff
any

W ra n g le r
s h irt

$ 5 .0 0 o ff
any

W ra n g le r
s w e a te r or
Jacket
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NOT JUSTA PLACE
FOR GREAT SANDWICHES!

j
j Mike Tyson Burrito

................................................. $3.001

•Chicken, lettuce, tomates, chili
verde, onions,guacamoie, sour cream
Buster Douglas Burrito................................ $3.00¡
^ Q ^ c h iii verde, lettuce tomato, onions guacamole

(

Buy one Mike Tyson Sufflt^ ñ 3 T S 3 S v j I R T K S S ^ f ^ í ' H l

Four locations to serve you!
1020 Quintana Rd.
Morro Bay
772-5638

125 S. Blosarr Rd.
Santa Marla
992-2737

COMPAN'f

975 Tank Farm RcL
5an Ijila Obispo
545 3751

1108 Paso Robles St.
Paso Robles
238 1177

FREE 1 lb. Burrito
Knockout Deli
976 Foothill
541-1207

with this coupon!
one per customer
Exp. 5-26-90
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1988 Poly grad Carol-Ann Saar’s sanlor projact got har a Job working aa a mataríais anginaar for Chavron.

Cutting ed g e...
Showing the value of a Cal Poly education
out there in the harsh engineering world
he Innovative Edge ...
can be thought of as
sun rays piercing
around a mountain
side during a sunset,
you notice the bright
ness and its presence.
A 1988 Cal Poly
metallurgical and ma
terials engineering graduate, stands out
like the sun. She's thought of highly by
her professors yet her achievements are
shared with others as the sun is shared by
all.
Carol-Ann Baer is a summa cum laude
graduate, graduating in the top 1 percent
of her class.
“ She’s one of the best students we have
ever had," said Robert Heidersbach, met
allurgical and materials engineering
department head.
In the last 10 years, four of 200 gradu
ates can be identified as “ outstanding"
students, said engineering professor and
senior project adviser W.D. Forgeng Jr.,
and Baer is one of them.
Before graduating, she not only was the
first Cal Poly metallurgical/materials
engineer in recent years to get a summer
job at Chevron Corporation, but through
her senior project, which is required of all
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graduates from Cal Poly, she also secured
a permanent job for herself at Chevron.
Prior to Baer, Chevron did not recruit or
interview Cal Poly's metallurgie students.
The company traditionally hired students
from
midwestern
and eastern
universities
because of
their practical
orientation to
engineering,
Heidersbach
said.
Before
Baer's senior
year.
Chevron’s
materials
department
had a change
in manage
ment. In the
previous year,
the new ma
terials manager noticed that Chevron has
offered nine positions to prospective
graduates east of the Mississippi, but only
one job was accepted, Heidersbach said.
“ Which indicated to him (the manager)

that people from back east like to stay
back east, just like people from California
like to stay here,” he said.
So Chevron began looking at schools in
the west with a well-rounded engineering
program that
included
hands-on ex
perience simi
lar to
Chevron’s
metallurgical
programs.
Cal Poly’s
“ learn-bydoing"
philosophy
and the com
bination of
rw n ^
traditional
and modern
metallur
gical/
materials
subjects at
tracts
Chevron’s recruiters.
“ We are extremely impressed with the
department, faculty and students," said
Ned Niccolls, Chevron’s senior materials
engineer.

Chevron likes the “ practical approach"
that Cal Poly takes, that allows their stu
dents to have the technical ability to solve
problems that occur in the oil industry,
Niccolls said.
Therefore, with the recommendation by
Heidersbach, Baer was hired for a summer
internship position in the metallic/
materials department at the Richmond,
Calif., location.
During her summer internship, Baer
noticed a general concern in the oil in
dustry to make its equipment last longer.
At Chevron, she w ork^ and researched
steel equipment that was exposed to
stress at moderately high temperatures.
These materials failed to last a significant
period. Baer decided to investigate this
problem for her senior project.

Outstanding,
thorough, dotarminod
and giving to others
ore Just 0 few words

-rr-
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Baer’s senior project took her entire
senior year to complete. It involved
countless hours in Cal Poly laboratories.
She broke and cut samples at various
temperatures to see how brittle they
became and then examined them under a
microscope to see fractures and other
distortions, said professor Forgeng.
Baer did receive steel samples from
Chevron, but on her own she contacted
Sec BAER, page 22
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CIrbanization
From page 5
possible for the average citizen to
afford a new home, he said.
Dwiggins estimated a home
purchased in San Luis Obispo for
$55,000 in 1977 would now sell
for at least $230,000.
Mayor Dunin summed up the
situation by saying San Luis
Obispo is becoming “ beyond the
riches of the average citizen.”
In nearby areas of the county,
however, real estate prices are
more affordable. An entry level
home in Paso Robles might sell
for only $120,000.
Since prices are lower in sur

rounding areas, some long-time
San Luis Obispo residents have
been moving to neighboring cit
ies, Dwiggins said.
Not only are long-time
residents finding life here to be
increasingly expensive, but so
are Cal Poly graduates. Many
graduates who would prefer to
remain in San Luis Obispo sim
ply cannot afford to do so.
With fewer job opportunities in
San Luis Obispo than in larger
urban areas and comparable
housing costs, the city is not
always an economically feasible
place to live.

Unique Jewelry
for that Unique Look

Joe and Casey Garcia, 1987 Cal
Poly graduates who married in
1988, recently bought a home in
the Bay Area bedroom com
munity of Benicia. They said
they could not have afforded a
San Luis Obispo-priced home on
San Luis Obispo incomes.
“ It was tough to find a house
in the Bay Area within our price
range,” Casey Garcia, a business
administration graduate, said.
The Garcias bought their Victorian-style home for a price in
the mid-$ 100,000 range.
“ If Joe (an architecture gradu
ate) and I were going to live
anywhere in the San Luis area,
we would want to live in town,”
she said. “ With those prices, we
just couldn't afford it.”
Some Cal Poly students do
remain in San Luis Obispo after
graduation, and a few do so suc

Measure A proposes an “ an
nual growth limit” that puts a
maximum on the number of new
residential buildings in unincor
porated areas of the colinty. Ac
cording to Measure A, the max
imum must comply with the
statewide growth rate.
Measure B sets a housing
growth rate of 3 percent per year.
A provision of the measure is a
minimum growth rate of 1.5 per
cent per year in the unincor
porated area.
San Luis Obispo City Councilmember Bill Roalman is a
proponent of Measure A.
“ Measure A would give the Ci
ty Council more control over its
boundaries in the unincorporated
areas,” Roalman said.
Roalman said that with the
provisions of Measure B, if passSee URBANIZATION, page 20

cessfully, Dunin said. A few
graduates have started suc
cessful small businesses in town
and can afford to stay.
There are many reasons why
people want to remain in San
Luis Obispo once they have been
here, Dunin said; the campus, the
weather and the location are
among the greatest attractions
of the city.
“ It’s a jewel in a setting of
mountains,” Dunin said.
The city is trying to preserve
the assets which make it such a
prime location, he said. And two
growth control measures will
appear on the June ballot in an
attempt to contain urban growth
in areas outside the city limits.
The two measures are Measure
A, the Fair Share Initiative, and
Measure B, the SLO Growth Ini
tiative.

ARE YOU SATISFIED?
The last time you had your car worked on, were you satisfied with
the repairs & service? If not, join the many that are at...
CO M PLETE SERVICE & REPAIR
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IVe honor A welcom e extended service contracts.
3566 South Higuera Street • San Luis Obispo • 543*8355
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NO COVER!
$2.95 Burger & Fries 5-9pm
^ C ou ntry Western Dance Classes every Mon. or Thurs.
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starting at 9pm
40c Drafts-65c Well Drinks
$1.35 32oz. Monster Beers-$1.35 Ice Teas
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Move over Oscar...
Central Coast entertainment
awards will soon give local
talent the FAME they deserve
ook out L.A. Grammy’s and
sit down Bay Area Bammy’s,
because the Central Coast is
about to introduce its own
entertainment standard — the
Fine Arts, Music and Enter
tainment Awards (FAME).
In an attempt to attract
bigger and better entertain
ment to the Central Coast, the new soon-to-beannual award will honor the year’s top performers
in categories such as music, drama, dance, technical
arts and community achievement.
The tentative date and location for the awards
ceremony this year is Sep. 15 at either the Fremont
Theatre or the Cuesta College Auditorium.
The idea of a Central Coast equivalent to the
Grammy Awards was thought up three years ago
by William H. Fulkerson, president and owner of
Pacific Productions, a concert promotion and
management company in San Luis Obispo.
“ In watching all the other award shows,’’
Fulkerson said, “ I noticed that there was nothing
to support or reward the people for their reference
here in the Central Coast.’’
Fulkerson contacted entertainers, performing arts
businesses, community leaders and the media about
his idea and received enough positive reaction to
encourage him to produce the event.
“ The people really want to see it happen,’’ he
said. “ I’ve heard a lot of people applauding, saying
this is a wonderful idea.’’
One of his supporters is Norm Jackson, owner of
the American Dance and Performing Arts Studios.
In the entertainment field for more than 20 years,
Jackson and his wife, Pat, have produced dancers
who have toured with Paula Abdul and Michael
Jackson and who have appeared on Star Search and
Solid Gold, so they are well aware of the talent in
the Central Coast.
Many top notch performers come out of this area,
and it’s about time they got some recognition,
Jackson said. He cited the Great American Melo
drama theater in Oceano and the Pioneer Players in
Paso Robles as just a few of the many talented
sources in the area.
Most of the performing arts have times when
they struggle and need a boost like an award,
Jackson said. “ It has my blessings.’’
The awards will be limited to Central Coast per
formers between Santa Barbara and probably
Salinas, Fulkerson said. “ This is going to be com
prised of people in our community — local people,
local talent.’’
Fulkerson was limited in his choices for the loca
tion of the awards show due to a lack of adequate
facilities and sites capable of handling such a large
production. He hopes that this event will encourage
the construction of larger facilities for future con
certs and shows.
“ We can’t attract bigger entertainers if we don’t
have a place for them to work,’’ he said.
Jim Holder, general manager for KOTR Radio in
Cambria, also likes the idea of more recognition for
music bands and other performers.
It’s not so much a matter of attracting better
talent. Holder said, but rather taking advantage of
the many great performers we have now.
Holder feels that Fulkerson’s plan for a new
awards show has great potential, if it is handled
properly.
“ You can set up an awards show, but if you don’t
publicize it enough, it won’t be worth anything,’’ he
said. “ It’s going to take a few years to get off the
ground, since it’s only in its grass roots stage.’’
Fulkerson, however, has no intention of thinking
small. He wants to expand on the number of award
catagories as the popularity of the FAME

Awards grows.
For now, Fulkerson plans on limiting the number
of awards to between 12 and 15.
“ The people will make the decision for a lot of the
categories for us (by voting),’’ he said.
Since no single person or organization can see
every show, balloting for awards will take place
twice. Voting will be done by the print media and
the public. Volunteers are being accepted for the
nominating and voting committees.
Procedures for the event, however, may not be as
simple as it sounds. Putting on a show like the
FAME Awards will likely be riddled with problems.
There is already concern that some individuals
will complain about areas of entertainment exclud
ed from the awards and unfair subdivisions in each
category.
Jackson favors the efforts and good intentions of
Fulkerson but wonders how he will avoid the poli
tics.
“ How are they going to compare a Fred Astaire
type with a Shirley Temple marvel?’’ Jackson said.
The same problems apply to music when the voters
must choose between a hard rock band and a coun
try/western singer.
Dividing awards between men and women or
splitting honors into junior, adult and senior subcatagories can be confusing, not to mention expen
sive.
Fulkerson, however, refuses to be intimidated by
negative opinions.
“ I know every awards show that I’ve seen has its

Com plete service and repair of diesel and gasoline autom obiles

"I gaarant«« this town
a kkk-oss show with
major ontertoinars and

Glenn Horn is a senior journalism major. This is his
second quarter reporting fo r Mustang Daily.
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2899 McMillan Rd., Sa‘n Luis Obispo

Taste The Best
Chocolate Yogurt In Town
Our creamy, all natural frozen yogurt comes m a mouthwatering variety o< lowfat arxl
nonfat flavors
like Chocolate RasptJerry. W hite Chocotale and Chocotaie Mmi
And |ust like our c e cream. Baskin-Rodbms makes its frozen yogurt from scratch
using or>ly the freshest ingredients It s frozen yogurt that realty tastes as good
as our ice cream
. \ L T fu

critics,’’ he said. “ There have been some comments
already made from outside sources that they want
to control it a different way.
“ (But) 1 don’t want it to become a political
event,’’ he said. “ I’m open to input and informa
tion, but the awards were designed by Pacific Pro
ductions and they will be put together and produc
ed by Pacific Prt^uctions.’’
As the sole producer of the event, Fulkerson’s
company plans on drawing the money for the event
from the local community. Fulkerson will contact
businesses and organizations for sponsorships in
return for advertising, and ticket sales for the cer
emonies will also contribute. A television contract
is also being considered.
Fulkerson will need all the money he can muster,
if the $ 100 price tag for each trophy is any indica
tion of the costs of the event.
Proceeds from this non-profit event will be
distributed to local community projects from Lom
poc to Paso Robles and to a special proposed arts
scholarship fund.
“ The night of the show, I guarantee this town a
kick-ass show with major entertainers and major
emcees,’’ Fulkerson said. “ I’m spending every
dollar I can towards the entertainment portion. I do
not want people to forget this when it comes around
next year.’’ □
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MID-STATE ELECTRONICS
THE PLACE
for all of your parts and accessories

AUDIO/STEREO/RADIO:
c a r e & c le a n in g a id s ,
demognetizers, switches, cords .&
cables, speakers &wire

TELEPHONE
Extension cords,
)dcks, adaptors,
replacennent and
repair parts

VIDEO/VCR:
TELEVISION:
hook-up cable, cohnectors
antennae, cable adaptors, plugs
switchboxes, care & repair 8
replacennent cords, rabbit ears
accessores
computer parts too!
1441 Monterey St./543-2770

BROAD

Downtown
Bakery
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muffins • danishes •
turnovers • brownies &
cookies

whether you're shopping downtown or
on your way to campus, start your
Poly Royal day the right way!
everything baked fresh daily
open Mon.-Sot., 6:30am-3:00pm
corner of Marsh and Broad. San Luis Obispo,
544-9577
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^ V h e n it’s
time to relax
with a few friends,
smart shoppers come
to Lucky. From light
snacks to gala affairs,
Lucky has everything you
need to put together a
fabulous time.
And speaking of time, you’ll notice how fast and easy
it is to checkout at Lucky. Our 3’s A Crowd® and EZ
Checkout® programs help speed you through checkout.
3 ’s A Crowd means we’ll open up a new register*
whenever more than 3 people are ahead of you in line.

And EZ Checkout lets
you use your ATM bank
card** instead of cash or CHECKOUT
checks to pay for your
groceries and even get up to
$200 cash back. Nothing could be easier!
So put together your get-together where you’11
save both time and money—at Lucky, Still the
Low Price Leader.
•Except Quick Check.
••See store for details.
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THERE'S A LUCKY
NEAR YOU:
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ARROYO GRANDE
• 1464 Grand Ave. at Courtland St.
Lucky Payless Shopping Center
(805) 489-2423
ATASCADERO
• 8665 El Camino Real at Solano Rd.
(805) 461-3232
Service Deli
PASO ROBLES

• 2121 Spring St. at 21st St.
(805) 238-1810
Service Deli, Service Bakery
SAN LUIS OBISPO
• 771 FoothiU Blvd. at Broad St.
(805) 541-1285
• 201 Madonna Rd. at Hwy. 101
Madonna Plaza Mall
(805) 541-1286
Service Deli, Service Bakery
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Hazel Scott:
VP of Student Affairs takes her
Job in stride; says university
is ‘sensitive' to our concerns
azel Scott is a
busy woman.
And as vicepresident of
student af
fairs, she
should be.
I
Scott ar
rives at her
office between 7:30 and 8 every
morning to prepare for meetings
and organize her day. She meets
with members of the university
community to deal with student,
administrative and general
management issues.
Some of the many committees
and groups with which she meets
include academic and student af
fairs staff members and ASI
representatives. They discuss a
broad range of topics — from
condom vending machine in
stallation to Women’s Week
planning. Many of the issues
they discuss include current,
future and anticipated plans and
problems for Cal Poly students.
’’The current problem is
always the most challenging,”
Scott said. "Right now it is child
care for student parents.”
Essential services are needed
for students with children, Scott
said, but both the community
and campus lack affordable child
care and Scott is looking for
solutions. One potential solution
to the child care dilemma is an
upcoming ASI ballot measure
asking a $I fee raise of all stu
dents to help build and operate a
new Children’s Center.
Scott said she addresses the
needs of individuals and makes
sure the campus climate is ade
quate for all students at Cal Po
ly. This helps prevent students
from feeling alienated in the
sometimes impersonal campus
environment.
Curriculum, Scott said, is a
very important concern among
students. She has appointments
scheduled throughout the day for
those concerned about campus

policies.
And after a busy day of
meetings?
“ After all my appointments
are finished, it’s about S:15
p.m .,” said Scott. “ And then I
get started on all the paperwork
I’ve accumulated during the
day.”
Scott grew up in the midwest
and graduated from Southern Il
linois University with a degree in
educational psychology. She has
worked in the field of student af
fairs since 1969.
“ The formal education gave me
a historical, theoretical and
philosophical perspective of my

"I lov« what
I'm doing and
I'm doing it in
an Institotion
with a groat

studies,” Scott said. “ But there’s
no substitute for experience.”
Before coming to Cal Poly in
June 1988, Scott worked in Stu
dent Affairs at Oklahoma State
University.
“ The California system of
higher education is progressive,
innovative and unique,” Scott
said. “ Each (state’s) system has
its own uniqueness.”
To prepare for her job as vice
president, Scott read the
California code of higher educa
tion, the California State Uni
versity master plan, reports and
policies from the CSU
Chancellor’s Office and Cal Po-

ly’s policies.
“ The system here in California
is well known throughout the
country and Cal Poly has a na
tional reputation,” Scott said, of
her decision to come to Califor
nia.
“ I love California. I’ve always
lived in the midwest, and I’ve
enjoyed the four seasons,” she
said. “ But California is great.”
Because the Central Coast is a
quiet, nice place to live, spirited
students living in the community
have created some problems with
long-time city residents over the
years. But this year, Scott said,
the problems were a little dif
ferent.
Because of the drought, Scott
said the issue of off-campus stu
dent housing is a heightened one,
especially with regard to limited
water resources.
“ This has really been a unique
year because it was an election
year,” she said. “ The issue of R-1
(single-family houses) community
living has brought about the
question of compatibility among
students living off campus.”
Off-campus housing is not the
only problem between Cal Poly
and the city — growth is also a
major issue. The state legislature
requires that the top one-third of
high school graduates have the
opportunity to go to a four-year
college or university.
“ We (the CSU System) are
mandated to review and provide
access to these students if we
have the facilities,” Scott said.
Because California is growing,
the top third of high school stu
dents is also growing. And when
the CSU system grows. Cal Poly
has to grow with it.
“ This is a very sensitive issue
in San Luis Obispo,” Scott said.
“ But the university and the
system is very sensitive to those
concerns.”
Scott admits that Cal Poly will
most likely grow, but she says
the dialogue between the com

Hazal Scott, Vico Praaldant for Student Affaira.

munity and Cal Poly has been
positive and will continue to be
so.
A particularly challenging
problem Scott had to face this
year was the issue of establishing
two commencement ceremonies,
instead of the traditional single
ceremony at Mustang Stadium.
The university has been
discussing this possiblity for the
spring commencent the past year
and a half, but this is the first
year for a split spring com
mencement. The university
decided to have two ceremonies
in order to make it more personal
and to increase the number of
graduation tickets given to each
graduate, Scott said. Cal Poly
President Warren Baker was
scheduled to be the keynote
speaker at both ceremonies.
“ Because multiple ceremonies
were decided late winter quarter,
1 felt it was too late to find an
outside speaker for this year,”
Scott said.

But since the decision to have
Baker speak was made, students
voiced outrage at not having an
outside speaker.
“ For students, the speaker is a
big issue and they were rightly
upset,” Scott said. “ In order to
show good faith, we decided to
form a committee to try and find
a speaker on such short notice.”
Scott wouldn’t give names of
candidates for speakers, but she
did say it will probably be some
one from the Cal Poly communi
ty, such as an alumnus, or some
one who is well known to Cal Po
ly or has some connection to the
university. Scott said the
speaker will be announced by the
end of April, and added that
President Baker also will speak
at the commencement.
Student involvement on Cal
Poly’s campus surprised Scott
when she first came to the uni
versity. She said events like
WOW and Poly Royal exceeded
Sec SCOTT, page 22
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From pages
very consistent with a “ think
ing” philosophy because stu
dents learn not only how to do
something, but also the benefits
and risks of doing it.
Teaching students to think,
however, does not mean that
they will necessarily think about
environmental or social issues
and how they as an individual fit
into the big picture.
“ For the most part social con

sciousness is not a principal
focus,” said Greg Wilhelm, an
architect and part-time pro
fessor. For example, architecture
students learn to evaluate their
projects by the integrity of the
design, beauty, structural effi
ciency and marketability.
“ We are training people to
operate in a materialistic socie
ty,” he said. “ 1think the ques
tion is what would possess any
one to do anything differently.”

Students learn what will help
them, as an individual, make the
most profit. That can, and often
does, conflict with what is good
for society as a whole.
Wilhelm said there are some
classes offered that focus on
energy-conscious design, but
even those are viewed strictly as
design courses and do not ad
dress the relationship between
architecture and social ills or the
environment.

“ One practical solution would
be to offer a class that questions
the rationale that more is always
better and asks students what
they want out of architecture,”
he said. If students think about
the implications their specific
majors have for society and the
environment, then they might
not be so disconnected with
society’s problems as a whole.
But Wilhelm said that ap
proach and suggestion of adding

an ethics type class brings up
another question: Is making
students socially conscious a re
sponsibility of colleges and
universities?
Something to think about,
Wilhelm said, is whether it is
possible for colleges to change
their curriculum or make social
responsibility more of an issue
because they are institutions of a
materialistic society designed to
Sec ISSUES, page 21
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(Irbanization
From page 16
ed, it could actually allow for 8
percent growth in the unincor

porated area. This would be
possible, he said, because a
moratorium on building in cer-
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Measure B protects agricultural
lands and preserves open spaces.
Dunin said,“ the city is very
protective of what it has.”
He cited historic preservation,
and protection of trees as among
the efforts to keep San Luis
Obispo an attractive place.
Dunin admits that the at
mosphere of San Luis Obispo has
changed with the increasing
population. For example,
downtown businesses are no
longer just “ mom and pop”
stores, he said, and changes can
also be seen in the amount of
daytime traffic in the city. A
large parking structure was
erected two years ago on Palm
Street and another is under con

tain cities could allow for in
creased building in outlying
areas while maintaining a 3 per
cent growth rate countywide.
Growth, in the form of housing
subdivisions, so close to city
limits could be a detriment to
San Luis Obispo, Roalman said.
With an influx of money into
California, more building could
mean even higher housing prices
in and around San Luis Obispo.
Mayor Dunin supports
Measure B. Supporters of
Measure B state that controlled
growth can provide affordable
housing, while encouraging
energy conservation and reduc
ing air pollution.
Supporters also maintain that

struction on Marsh Street in the
downtown area.
“ The city is adjusting slowly,”
he said. “ But, it is still a slow
paced city.”
And despite the growth and
popularity of the area, Dunin
said he is surprised that even
more people have not been lured
in by San Luis Obispo’s many
attractions.
“ Sometimes I wonder why
we.’re not completely overrun.”

□

Patty Hayes is a junior Journal
ism major. This is her second
quarter reporting on Mustang
Daily.
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Issues
From page 19
make people succeed in society.
In a materialistic society,
Wilhelm said, that means mak
ing the greatest amount of
money.
If Cal Poly students are not
willing to sacrifice income for in
tegrity, he said, then the univer
sity is basically producing
somewhat pragmatic learn-bydoing individuals who see finan
cial success as their most impor
tant goal.
Gaye Benson, a political
science professor says, however,
that she does not find Cal Poly
students as disinterested or
uninvolved as they are often por
trayed.
Benson, a former Peace Corps
volunteer, said that, from her
perspective, many students have
not been exposed to the options
available or offered the vehicles
to become involved.
“ It’s up to us as faculty to do
that,’’ she said.
The solution, Benson said, is
not changing the learn-by-doing
method nor the curriculum, but
showing that people can make a
difference. “ As faculty we have a
responsibility to help students
realize what they can do.’’
Benson stressed the necessity
of student involvement, claiming
if the young are not involved it
becomes too easy to maintain the
status quo. Those members of
society who are older have more
attachment to the system and
may be averse to change. Benson
said the status quo might not be
what is best for everyone.
Lark P. Carter, dean of the

school of agriculture, agreed that
the responsibility of helping stu
dents mix technical skills with
social consciousness rests on the
shoulders of the faculty.
“ Professors are watched
whether they realize it or not,’’
he said, claiming that students
learn from such things as how
teachers respond to questions
and accept new ideas and dif
ferent kinds of people.
The learn-by-doing philosophy
has always been controversial,
but Carter said people do not
understand that higher education
is on a continuum, with theory
and practicality being the ex
tremes.
He pictures a school like
Berkeley, for example, on the left
side of the continuum, because of
its emphasis on a theoretical ap
proach to learning. A polytechnic
school such as Cal Poly is found
on the right, due to its emphasis
on practical application rather
than concepts and theories.
“ There isn’t one best place on
that continuum,’’ he said,
because each kind of teaching is
necessary.
From Carter’s persective. Cal
Poly students are being prepared
to seek out solutions for and be
sensitive to the challenging
issues that lie ahead. “ We need
tolerance of other people and
ideas if we are to live in har
mony.’’
If that tolerance, along with
understanding, comes through
exposure to social issues, then
Cal Poly students may be at a
loss.
Most Cal Poly students come

Students
Families
Business Owners
Homeowners
Executives
Travelers
Salespersons
Vacationers
People Who Spend Money

from middle- to upper-class fami
lies, Wilhelm said, claiming that
many of them are not used to
really thinking about issues.
“ Maybe the issue is there is no
issue,’’ he said, referring to a lack
of social consciousness among
students and awareness to social
problems even in this city.
Bailey agreed that experience
and awareness is key in helping
people prepare to handle social
issues. “ I think that we need to
increase the diversity in the stu
dents and the faculty at Cal Po
ly. Not just because we need to
help minority students who are
underrepresented in education,
but because the students who are
not underrepresented need the
experience of going to a campus
with diversity.’’
Perhaps Wilhelm is right about
the function of a university and
its primary goal to teach stu
dents how to be successful. Out
of necessity, however, we may be
forced to change the definition of
success.
As President George Bush has
said many times, “ From now on
in America, any definition of a
successful life must include serv
ing others.’’
But until that happens?
There are professors like Ben
son who work hard at helping to
create an awareness.
“ I’m not ready to give up and
say we can’t make a dif
ference.’’□
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Kathy Kenney is a senior journal
ism major. This is her second
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
Daily.
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Baer

Scott
From page 19
all her expectations.
“ There is such a high level of
involvement on the students part
to implement these programs,”
she said.
“ 1can objectively say that Po
ly Royal is one of the best uni
versity open houses I’ve ever
been to.”

Poly Royal showcases the uni
versity well in terms of the aca
demic arena, clubs and activities,
Scott said.
/
“ Parents and prospective stu
dents go away with a real feeling
of what Cal Poly is.”
And Scott is happy, despite
being cooped up in meetings
most of the time.

“ I love what I’m doing and I’m
doing it in an institution with a
great reputation,” she said. “ I
couldn’t ask for a better student
body.”
Shanna Phillips is a senior jour
nalism major. This is her second
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
Daily.
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From page 15
several other companies for ma
terial samples that were affected
by the same problem. Five com
panies, including Shell Oil and
Union Oil, donated steel samples
of different sizes and age dif
ferences.
“ As a student, I worked in
dependently, and this made it
easier to gather several samples
from different companies,” Baer
said. “ I was also able to share
my results with other companies
(aside from) Chevron because this
problem involves all oil com
panies.”
Through her research, she was
able to distinguish which mate
rials caused the embrittlement
problem. Based on the recom
mendations, information and
data Baer provided, a company
such as Chevron could research a
solution to the problem, Forgeng
said.
Presently, Chevron has placed
Baer’s report in their database
center and is using it for other
projects.
But this “ summer-long inter
view” finalized a future for her in
Chevron. Baer now works as a
materials engineer for Chevron in
its metals and welding depart
ment.
“ We are delighted to have her
on the team. Besides being very
technically sound, she has people
skills and is enjoyable to work
with,” Niccolls said.
At Chevron, she specializes in
solving material/metallic pro
blems involving oil refineries.
Baer’s position allows her to
travel around the United States,
and last summer she went to
Europe. In 10 years, Baer said
she can see herself as a Chevron
materials specialist.
“ Even though she is fairly new
to us, Carol-Ann is becoming an
expert in dealing with alloys
(mixtures of metals) at high
temperatures,” Niccolls said.
“ I really love what I am do
ing,” Baer said.
Yet the story does not end
here. Baer’s exceptional job per
formance has opened the doors
for future Cal Poly metallur-

gical/materials engineers at
Chevron, Forgeng said. Since
Baer was hired, twice a year
Chevron sends a special materi
als engineer interviewer to Cal
Poly for summer employment
and full-time positions.
“ Carol-Ann has certainly made
a different impact at Chevron,
and this is one reason Chevron
has come back to interview Cal
Poly’s metallurgists,”
Heidersbach said.
Outstanding, thorough,
determined and giving to others
are just a few words that
describe Baer, Forgeng said.
Baer said she became interest
ed in metallurgical/materials

Chevron has
placed Baer's
senior project in
their database
center and is
.using it for
I

g r.l w J iW ia jp « ■■

engineering because it involved
science and mathematics, two of
her favorite subjects.
Cal Poly’s metallurgical/material engineering
department is one of the smallest
in the engineering major with
1IS students. But the size
enhances the extra time spent
with teachers, Baer said.
“ Cal Poly has a great hands-on
education,” Baer said. “ But hav
ing work experience will get you
the edge.” □
Natalie Guerrero is a senior jour
nalism major. This is her second
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
Daily.
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DESIGN
VILLAGE:

‘Exploration in Form’
creates bold and exciting
structures for the future

An

Æ

rchitecture
students are
challenged “ to
boldly go
where no man
has gone be
fore” at this
year’s Design
Village con

ference.
Design Village is a unique op
portunity for students from
around the country to come
together and explore topics fac
ing future architects and the
world’s citizens.

During the three-day con
ference, students will be building
portable structures of their own
design and construction in Poly
Canyon.
This year’s theme is “ An Ex
ploration in Form.” The theme is
intended to stimulate trailblazing
in the analysis of form. Each
design must represent the team’s
interpretation of this year’s
theme.
The theme was chosen by the
Design Village Group. The group
is composed of Cal Poly students
from the Schools of Architecture

'S ß im
"a rc ,

Design Village offers the challenge of designing structures by abandoning convention.

and Environmental Design.
Students are encouraged to
enter structures that are not only
original, but to abandon design
which is already considered to be
architecturally accepted. Stu
dents are asked to adopt ap-

proaches that will seek insights
to new and unique forms.
By utilizing the concepts of
exploration through experimen
tation and inventive thought,
students are asked to look back
to the past and refine previous

structures or create bold struc- •
tures of the future.
“ It is students’ first opportu
nity to complete the whole pro
cess of design, build and use,”
said Brian B. Kesner, architecScc VILLAGE, page 24
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Design Village: National
event during Poly Royal
shows portable housing

Village
Froaipagc23
ture professor and Design Village
adviser. “ That is the challenge
that they must rise to.’*
The conference is attended by
more than 300 participants an
nually. Cal Poly invites approx
imately 200 schools from around
the nation. This year 40 to SO
in-state teams and 3 or 4 out-ofsute teams are expected. More
than half of the participants are
students at Cal Poly.
“ For other schools the primary
motivation is to go to another
school and represent yourself
well,” said Kesner.

real life,” she said.
Each structure must house
four to six people and inhab
itants must spend at least one
night in their structure.
All structures must be able to
be hand transported from the
gate at the bottom of Poly Can
yon Road and be erected in four
hours or less.
The structures are judged by
the conference’s guest speakers
and workshop leaders. Awards
will be given for best theme,
most portable, best construction,
most original and people’s choice.
The People’s Choice award is
chosen by Poly Royal visitors.
“ Although awards are given,
the primary focus of the con
ference is on learning, not winn
ing,” said Kesner.
Workshops and talks by guest
speakers are offered as a part of
the conference.
The guest speakers are Steve
Badanes of the East Coast
Jersey Devil architecture firm;
William Tickle, a local architect;
Tony Sheets, a watercolor artist
from Northern California; and
three people from the architec
ture firm the Rammed Earth.
In addition to the conference,
there will be a faculty sculpture
garden set up in Poly Canyon
featuring art work by Cal Poly
professors.

All first year architecture stu
dents at Cal Poly are required to
participate in the conference.
This fact does not, however,
distract from the quality of the
structures and the enthusiasm of
the students, said Kesner.
“ It was a great experience for
me as a first year architecture
student because I could actually
build and design,” said Ann
Save, vice president of the
Design Village Group. “ We real
ly don’t get that opportunity
again until we are in the field.”
“ It’s a mini design problem
much like one we might find in

FEA TU R IN G A U T H E N T IC
T H A I CUISINE
T hai'rrific is the only local restaurant
serving the uruque, flavorful dishes o f
Thailand. A variety o f entrees, soups,
salads and appetizers, all prepared in a light,
pleasing m anner using the freshest
ingredients, are available a t affordable prices.

dents will examine the way
that they question problems as
being the beginning of ideas
that will lead to form.”
“ Experimentation doesn’t
always have a correct process
and we always hope for a great
variety of form exploration.
We want students to see why
each structure is different,” he
added.
The architecture department
feels that Poly Canyon is a
research laboratory repre
sentative of the university’s
hands-on form of education,
expressed by the motto
“ learn-by-doing,” said Kesner.
There are six existing struc
tures in Poly Canyon which
were built as permanent exper
imental buildings. The
Modular House and the Bridge
House are lived in by students
that are hired to take care of
the maintenance of Poly Can
yon. The other structures are
the Underground House, the
Passive Solar Greenhouse, the
Shell House and the Pole
House.
Kesner expects the Design
Village conference to continue
in the future. As a result of
first-year Cal Poly students
being required to participate in
Sm HISTORY, page 25

The Design Village was
created 16 years ago by the ar
chitecture department to show
Poly Royal visitors what the
architecture students were
learning and producing.
The program received a Na
tional Endowment for the Arts
grant in 1983. The grant was
given to Cal Poly to help turn
the Design Village into a na
tional conference. The first
year, the Design Village
became a national event. It
was featured in National
Geographic magazine and was
attended by students from
schools in Philadelphia and
New Orleans.
“ The purpose of the con
ference has been to create por
table housing and, more im
portantly, to provide a forum
for people from different
schools to come together,” said
Brian B. Kesner, architecture
professor and Design Village
adviser.
Past themes have been “ Ra
tionalism and Romanticism,”
“ Design in Conflict,” “ Images
of the Self” and “ Art and
Anarchy in Architecture.”
“ This year’s theme just
seemed to follow those of the
past,” said Kesner. “ The in
tent has always been that stu

Larre Sterling is a junior journal
ism mctjor. This is her second
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
Daily.
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Innovative
From page 13
careful to teach students the
manual skills they need while
making them familiar with the
new technology, said Martin. In
structors are encouraged to at
tend workshops and industry
conferences to help keep them
up-to-date on technology, he said.
Crabb said the same applies to
agriculture. “ We encourage
faculty to continue profession
development,” he said.
Many agriculture instructors
also work as consultants in the
field, and therefore must be able
to use any new equipment. This
information can then be passed

History

along to the students.
“ If you’re using technology
that’s 2S years old no one is go
ing to hire you (as a consultant),”
said Crabb.
Industry also helps the School
of Agriculture keep up with new
information. An advisory council
made up of people in the industry
advises and identifies areas that
need to be emphasized in the
future. “ They tell us what they’d
like to see students knowing and
learning,” said Crabb. The
agribusiness department, for in
stance. is training students in
computer integration. Although
they are now not widely used in

industry, use in the future is ex
pected to be the norm.
Industry also provides funds
for projects Cal Poly cannot pay
for by itself. “ It’s hard to stay
current with the support the
state provides,” said Crabb.
At the moment Cal Poly seems
to be living up to its Poly Royal
theme. “ We’re exactly where we
want to be right now,” said
Crabb. “ We encourage hands-on
exposure to new technology.” □

From page 24
the conference, there has been an
increasing level of enthusiasm for
continuing the conferences.
“ Design Village is one of those
things that is good for the school
and for those interested in the

school,” said Kesner. “ There’s a
lot of support from the students
and the school encouraging the
continued existence of the con
ference.”
— Larrc Sterling

Tara Murphy is a senior journal
ism major. This is her second
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
Daily.
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checking, savings and a built-in
line of credit for pm tection
against Kninced checks—all in
one simple account, for one low
naonthly fee.
You get unlimited use of over
1,500 24 hour* VERSATELLER®
ATMs thiDughout C!alifomia.
A nd with our PLUS SYSTEM**
Netwtirk you can get convenient
cash at over 30,(X)0 PLUS
SYSTEM* ATMs thmughout
the U.S.,(Danada and selected
international liKations.

Arroyo Grande
200 West Branch Street
Arroyo Grande, Ca. 93402
Phone #(805)473-4415

BankAmericard® VISA®
and MasterCard®
We have a special BankAmericaid
Visa and MasterCard pn>gram tor
students currently enrolled in an
accredited 4 year college or univer
sity and full-time st>phomores
enndled in fully accredited C ali
fornia junior colleges. T he pix>gram will help you begin to estab
lish a credit record in yi>ur own
name now. W ith established
credit, you will find it easier to
qualify in thefuturefor a loan. Ask
for details at any branch about our
automatic appn>val pn>gram.

Student Savings™
Account
If you’re under age 21, you are
eligible to open a Student Sav
ings account with as little as $25.
The quarterly m aintenance
charges are waived until you
reach 21.

Pismo Beach
1401 Dolliver Street
Pismo Beach, Ca. 93449
Phone #(805)773-6312
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W ith your Student Savings
account yixi can get a VERSATEL®
(Dard to use to make dep<.)sits or
withdrawals at m y VERSATELLER
A TM , or get cash at any PLUS
SYSTEM** ATM.

Student Loans
A t Bank of America, we realize
that every student’s loan needs are
different. T h a t’s why we offer a
variety of student loans that ate
quick and easy to apply for. You
can ask for more information at
your schtKil’s Financial Aid Office
or at any one t>four branches.

W a lc o m a P o ly R o y a l Q u e s ts !

.fit

T h e ’Flats'

Call or Drop By
Your Nearest BofA
Branch Today
Discover for yourself the many
ways Bank of America is saying
“yes” to students.

San Luis Obispo
1105 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401
Phone #(805) 595-5306

Lunch • Dinner
• Sunday Champagne Brunch
L IV E M U S IC on the P a tio
F ri. a S a t. A p ril 27 a 28 4-7 p .m .

Best Lights & Sound Around
Dancing Every Night

Bank of America
Bank »4 Amerita NTútSA
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PLUS SYSTEM ATM th.it is n.a

TO R TILLA FLATS
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1051 Nipomo (in the creamery)
SLO 544-7575
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KATHRYN BRUNELLO

DONNATAYLOR

i Day in th« Ufa
of Cal Poly...
That's what photojournalism instructor Mark
[auffman assigned to his Journalism 323 class last
nter quarter. Kauffman, a former Life magazine and
jorts Illustrated photographer, sent his students out
to document the living, breathing, working and
playing moments of the Cal Poly community.
On these pages are some of their results.

M ustang Daily
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California Polytochnic Stato Univorsity San Luis O b isp o
eince 1937

volume

A Voice at Cal Poly

Printed five days a week, with a
combined readership of 16,000 on
campus and in San Luis Obispo,
Mustang Daily is entirely the product
of Cal Poly students.
Financially, the paper is totally self-supported. Student
ad representatives sell space to commercial advertisers.
Most stories are the work of journalism students who use
the newspaper as a writing lab to gain experience before
graduation.
The Mustang Daily is printed on campus by the University
Graphic System (UGS) which is also completely run by
students studying graphic communications.
This makes Mustang Daily of the ONLY daily college
newspaper in the United States to be produced entirely by
students.

Consc
New clubs
al Poly tradi
tionally has
been known as
a conservative
stronghold
with few upris
ings and few
activists. But
the universi
ty’s conservative reputation may
take a left turn with two new
campus groups.
Spurred by the U.S. Supreme
Court’s abortion debate, pro-life
and pro-choice groups are plann
ing to emerge on campus next
quarter in efforts to encourage
more student involvement in the
issue.
“ This place is a whole lot more
liberal than people give it credit
for,’’ said Dr. James Nash, direc
tor of the Cal Poly Health
Center.
Students may be conservative
in their actions but liberal in
theory, said Erika Schoenhoff, a

UPPER CRUST
Wnippers

733 Higuera Street
San Luis Obispo, CA

IN STEP
WITH YOUR
IMMEDIATE MEDICAL
CARE NEEDS

P1ZZ7Í
785 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo CA 93401
542-0400

Physician Always On Duty
Prompt Chiallty Treatment of
Mliior Emergencies at Low Cost
No Appointment Necessary
O

Open 8 AM - 10 PM Dally
O

365 Days A Year, Including Holidays

877 Oak Park Boulevard
Pismo Beach
(Pacific Coast Plaza, across
from Builders Emporium )

473-2200

o

W E DELIVER!

GOURMET PIZZA, SALADS, DESSERT & FINE W INES
-WONDERFUL ATMOSPHEREClassic California
Pesto, goats' milk cheese, sun-dried tomatoes,
roasted garlic, parsley, black pepper,
virgin olive oil and parmesan

$10.95

Sporkie Pie
Fresh ricotta cheese and sweet Italian sausage,
mozarella cheese, diced tomato
and red peppers

$8.95

The (ireek Salad
Feta cheese, Greek olives, tomatoes, red onion and cucumber
on a bed of crisp Icilucc with Greek dressing
Small $2.75 l^ g c $4.75

283 Madonna Road, Suite B
San Luis Obispo
(Madonna Rd Plaza next
to See's C and y)

54 9 -8 8 8 0

A TRUELY UNIQUE DINING EXPERIENCE AT MODEST PRICES

m

Infant to
XXL Adult Sizes
• Over 175,000
Possibilities

OPEN 7 DAYS
541-1806

ative stronghold?

é^ow reputation can be deceiving
omore art and design major
organizer of a pro-choice
up com ing to cam pus,
enhoff said she thinks stus leave home with their conMf^ative attitudes packed neatly
; tw»y with their clothes. They ar
rive on campus with those attiflUes and that is all they know,
sh ^ aid .
^ i s is not to say, however,
that society doesn’t help shape
thi(y attitudes, she said.
^ h e r e is the home, but then
; th ifc’s also the individual,”
H|(|>enhoff said. “ You can be
in an atheist household
and^till have faith.”
lis campus may lean a little
left with a slightly larger
rity of pro-choice people,
enhoff said.
__ tiere are people who are con
servative yet still pro-choice
^iHligause they believe it’s not up
to Iflhem to make someone else’s
r^W iion.” she said.

A rch itectu re
senior
Bill
Spence, organizer of a pro-life
group also coming to campus in
spring, doesn’t think the media is
doing enough to educate people
about both sides of the abortion
debate.
” 1 think people are unaware of
what the real issues are and that
looks like apathy,” Spence said.
He said it isn’t a question of
conservatism. “ I’m not totally
persuaded that the campus is
that conservative,” he said. “ It’s
more towards the middle, or
maybe even a little to the left.”
The campus pro-life group
loosely affiliates itself with the
national pro-life network Ameri
can Collegians for Life. This
network distributes a monthly
newsletter and handbooks for the
individual campus groups.
Cal Poly has a greater percen
tage of Christians than most
campuses, Spence said, and if
anybody feels the campus is con

servative, that may be why.
Most students were preparing
for their first set of winter
midterms when the nation
observed the 17th annual anni
versary of Roe vs. Wade, the
controversial Supreme Court
decision legalizing abortion.
Nash, the Health Center direc
tor, defines apathy diffently than
pro-lifer Spence in that Nash
doesn’t link apathy with ig
norance. He said the anniversary
of Roe vs. Wade on Jan. 21 was
not a day of ignorance but maybe
one of insignificance.
“ I think many were aware,”
Nash said. “ It just wasn’t ter
ribly important to them. If
you’ve grown up with it (the
right to an abortion) you assume
it’s going to be that way forever
and ever.”
David Mall, a speech com
munication lecturer and faculty
representative for the pro-life
group, said student apathy is a
Sec ACTIVISTS, page 39
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Greek Lettered Sweatshirts &
Gift items for All
Fraternity & Sorority Needs
856 HIGUERA • ACROSS FROM RILEY'S
Poly Royal.... Two Days Only

Gold Futures

Buy an A r t t ^ e d college ring.
it's a smart invest
ment. Because
A rtijrv ed *
gold rings %
are crafted with
the kind of quality
in u v ^ ^ ^
you can put stocki into.
Each ArtCarved
college ring
\ comes with
'»MU
_________

a Full Lifetime Warranty
And ArtC.arved offers a
variety of men's and
women's styles with
lots of options r.h<K)se a
college memento
that grows more
vatu
valuable
with time. |
Ask how you can
save on gold
accessories. t(X)

/IRTC/IKVED
^

COLLEGE JEWELRY

ElCbnol
Boobtoie

^ 3 .

Payment Plans
Avadabie

The best of both
Burgers!
Great gifts!
Terrific cards!
Convenient hours!
Come back soon for the best selection.

Mother's Day is Sunday, May 13

Our new Chicken
Burgers feature
grilled ferKler
breasts of chicken
A our Hamburgers
start with the freshest
ground beef—both
served with our
renowned Curly Q
friesi

Our new menu has what you’re hungry ter,
the best Irom the past plus new tastes ter the 90’s!

Mary Anne's
•• Í • •
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Se»*vice is om »* c»*ownmg Fomc K.
C 1989 HaMmark Cards. Inc

1

Downtown
1119 Chorro
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 544-5504

SAN LUIS OBISPO
1005 Monterey Street
541-5999

SANTAMARIA
236 E. Betteravia Road
928-0505

Don’t forget vour
Yearbook!
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D on’t miss out on the action

T Mustang DaNy Coupon T
D inner & A V ìdeo!
Bring in a réceipt from your videa rental and get

a

Burger Basirat for only
'

$ 2 .9 9 + ta X

447 Madonna Road
Next to The Wherehouse

reg, $3.97
541-3278
Central Coast Plaza

expires 5-31 -90

M ustang D oily C o u p o n

A Salad
and a 16oz..Soft Drink for only
$ 2 .0 0 i^ tH X

reg. $2.69

or

^

Get a FREE I602. Soft Drfnk with your Salad
447 Madonna Road
Nexllo The Wherehouse

541-3278
expires 5-31 -90

Central Coast Plaza

M ustang D oily C o u p o n

H ot Dog, Fries
& a 16oz. Soft Drink for only
$ 2 .4 5 + ta X
447 Madonna Road
Next to The Wherehouse

reg. $3.27
541-3278

exires 5-31 -90

Central Coast Plaza

M ustang D aily C o u p o n

B u rge r B a sk e t...
Cheesburger, Fries
& a 16oz. Soft Drink fo? only
$ 2 .9 9 + ta x

(next to The Wherehouse)

Central Coast Plaza

447 Madonna Road
Next to The Wherehouse

reg. $3.97
541-3276

expires S-31 -90

Central Coast Plaza
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Boots, spurs, horses and
good grades elevate Cal
Poly’s riders to national
and regional prominence
FILE PHOTO

very year about 80
Cal Poly students
put down their
studies, put on their
boots and transform
themselves into
cowboys and
cowgirls.
These students
spend their afternoons in the Cal Poly
Arena roping calves, wrestling steers,
riding a bucking bull or tying goats in
preparation for competition in ten yearly
college rodeos. As a group, these students
comprise the Cal Poly Rc^eo Club.
“ You don’t have to be overly coor
dinated to compete,’’ said animal science
senior Jimmy Stickier. “ It takes a lot of
dedication and practice to compete in
rodeo.’’
Coach Clay Robinson said unlike some
sports at Cal Poly, these students aren’t
recruited exclusively for rodeo.
“ We really try hard to recruit academ
ically-oriented students,’’ Robinson said.
“ The women’s team had a cumulative
grade point average of 3.5 last year.’’
Robinson, who has been coach for the
past five years, said about 30 women and
50 men participate in the spring practice
program each year, and the student
numbers fluctuate in the fall and winter
programs.
“ On the average, students practice 15
hours a week,’’ he said. “ Some of these
students compete in professional and col
lege rodeos at the same time.’’
Robinson, who competes in professional
rodeos when not coaching, said rodeo is
one of the most expensive sports to par
ticipate in.
“ Most must raise $30,000 a year to pay
for expenses,’’ he said.
Animal science senior Holly Foster said
the primary expenses are feed and pen
rent for the horse, rodeo entry fees, and
transportation — along with having to
own a reliable truck and horsetrailer.
“ Having your own horse and competing

at just a local level, you could spend
$10,000 a year,’’ she said.
In rodeo, the horse is the athlete, Foster
said. Students must keep their horses in
shape by feeding them well, running them
every day and not overworking them.
“ A horse has an attitude,’’ Foster said.
“ People determine their (horse’s) attitude
by taking care of the horse. If you have a
horse with a good attitude, you will win
more on him.’’
Coach Robinson said students in the
rodeo club provide their own funds
through student lab fees, jackpot raffles,
and buying and selling livestock. He said
50 students can pay close to $300 for a
weekend rodeo.
“ You have to want to rodeo,’’ he said.
“ You can’t expect to get money from
other people.’’
One way students can defray the costs
of participating in rodeo is to win a lot, he
said. Most first-place prizes at college
rodeos are worth between $I ,000 and
$1,500.
He added that Cal Poly’s ASI gives the
club travel expenses for eight rodeos and
the College National Finals and the School
of Agriculture supports the club by pro
viding such things as feed for the horses
and equipment needed to maintain the
arena.
Revenue-building club functions are
needed in providing money to run prac
tices, Robinson said. Ten students, who
hold non-paid positions as officers in the
club, run club meetings and activities, set
up for the Poly Royal rodeo and approve
rodeo contracts.
And although 80 students practice and
compete each year, only the top six men
and top three women make the team for
each rodeo, Robinson said. These top
spots can fluctuate from rodeo to rodeo,
depending on how team members place in
each event.
Team members compete in events such
as team roping, calf roping, steer wrestl
ing, goat tying and roughstock (bareback.

saddle bronc and bullriding). With the ex
ception of team roping, points in each
event are accumulated individually. All
individual points along with team roping
points are added together to equal overall
team points.
Randy Baxley, an agribusiness junior,
said each event can be worth up to 120
points. Each event consists of three
rounds with the first round worth 40
points. The second round is worth 40
points to the top ten finishers from the
first round, and the third round is worth
the average of the first two rounds. Bax
ley said in team roping, two partners split
the point total in each round.
Baxley said the overall team champion
of each region is decided by adding all the
individual points of the ten yearly rodeos
together. He said Cal Poly competes with
nine other schools in the Califor
nia-Nevada region.
Agriculture engineering junior Mark
Lewis said his favorite event is calf roping.
“ It’s more of a physical event where you
depend on your horse and no one else,’’
Lewis said. “ I’ve acquired a liking for it.’’
Dean Wang, a graduating senior in
business, said he enjoys steer wrestling.
Evidence of how much he enjoys it is his
first-place finish in steer wrestling at last
year’s West Coast Regional competition
and his qualification for the pro rodeo na
tional finals.
“ It’s the high point of my career in
making it to the pro rodeo national finals
last year,’’ Wang said. “ It’s what
everyone dreams about.’’
Another success story last year is the
current top three members of the women’s
team — Holly Foster, Julie Adair and
Lynn Burns. These three won the team
championship for the entire nation at last
year’s college nationals in Bozeman, Mont.
“ It was really exciting and rewarding
just to go to Bozeman,’’ agribusiness
junior Adair said. “ It was more rewarding
todo good.”
“ It was the biggest thing for me,” bio

logical sciences senior Lynn Burns said.
“ We worked hard at what we did.”
“ I felt privileged to work with the other
two girls,” she said. “ It’s the first time
the girls have won here.”
Jesse Hampton, a junior agribusiness
major and Cal Poly’s only roughstock
team member, said roughstock is a lot dif
ferent than the other events because, “ it’s
cheaper to travel to the rodeos and is not
as time-consuming.”
He added that you must be more men
tally prepared when riding a wild bull or
horse.
Most of the team members said they
came to Cal Poly because of the universi
ty’s reputation for excellence in academics
and in rodeo.
“ It’s been a good experience here at Cal
Poly,” Baxley said. “ I’ve had more fun at
Cal Poly than anywhere else.”
Coach Robinson said the most
prestigious college rodeo in the nation is
here at Cal Poly and the rodeo held during
Poly Royal brings in about 15,000 spec
tators each year. This year’s Poly Royal
rodeo will take place on April 27 with one
performance and on April 28 with two
performances.□
Leo Shiffrar is a senior journalism major.
This is his second quarter reporting fo r
Mustang Daily.

EL POLLO LOCO
SALUTES

POLY ROYAL
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INNOVATIVE EDGE

While you're enjoying Poly Royal,
take time out to try "The Fast
Food Habit Worth Having.” The
ONLY char-broiled chicken prepared
in accordance with the American
Heart Association Standards.
CilPflly
TfSFooHMI SKd
Fecruv Sduer* Si 0

Foothill and Broad
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San Luis Obispo
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543-6114

DINNER FOR 2
i4 P iece

DINNER FOR 4

d 2 Drinks

8 P iece C om bo And 4 Drinks
ONLY

(R ^ $ 5 .3 9 )

Isa,
Belerage.

(REG. $11.29)

Includes: 2 Large Side Orders, Fresh Salsa,
Warm Tortillas, AND Choice of Beverage.

\

thitlBlvd.

795 Foothill Blvd.
One coupon per customer/

per (Ijstom er/
noTvalid with^othelcoupons.
90

$7.89

not valid with other coupons.

L.
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DINNER FOR MORE
12 P iece
ONL
Includes
Warm
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AMBER WISDOM

Ouk* g«ts a good hoof-cloaning from Baglay.

A horse is a horse...
Poly’s Horse Show attracts
countryw ide equestrians

>
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AMBERWIS

iulla Baglay, of Ataacadaro, comba har Arabian horaa Duka In preparation
a morning rida.

hey pulled the
Greek
chariots.
They helped
Paul Revere
shout a warn
■'iJ
ing and Lady
Godiva prove
a point.
And even though it has been a
while since these infamous
equine events, Cal Poly and some
of its students continue to honor
the importance of the horse and
its rider.
Every year on the Friday of
Poly Royal, an Intercollegiate
Horse Show is held at the Cal
Poly horse unit.
“ This one in particular is put
on during Poly Royal speciHcally
because we have so many people
that are coming in to see dif
ferent aspects of the campus,”
said Marytina Marshall, the Cal
Poly student in charge of manag
ing this year’s show.
“ It allows you to see more than
the horse unit,” she said.
The show is also a great way to
get people up to the horse unit
and for them to learn about the
uses of Cal Poly’s horses.
“ A lot of them come up,
especially the little girls. They
like the horses,” said Katy Mur
phy, an animal science teacher
and adviser for the show. “ They
come up there and drag mom and
dad, then they start asking
questions about the program.”
An intercollegiate association,
called the West Coast Inter

collegiate Horse Show Associa
tion (WCIHSA) is the backing
organization for the show. It has
a set of bylaws and officers that
govern it. The organization en
compasses colleges in California
and Reno, Nevada.
For every $4.50 in entry fees
paid by exhibitors in the show,
75 cents goes to the association
to help pay for year-end awards.
The show will have classes only
for association members as well
as open classes for anyone else
who wishes to compete. About 75
Cal Poly students are usually in
the Poly Royal show, but open
classes are for all age groups.
Some of the more popular classes
are hunters over fences and
western and English pleasure.
About 30 competitors usually
ride in each of these classes.
Animal Science 224, a com
petitive intercollegiate equine
events class; the Cal Poly Cut
ting and Reining club and the Cal
Poly Horse Show Team are con
ducting the show.
The equine events class is of
fered in the spring and “ is a class
to expose them (students) to dif
ferent kinds of equine competi
tion and to help them be better
competitors,” said Murphy.
Students in this class learn
such things as team pinning,
jumping and also listen to clini
cians speak on different equine
topics. Students help manage the
show and must ride in at least
one class of their choice.
Members of the Horse Show

Team, who are also required to
be members of the Cutting and
Reining Club, will be helping
with the show and competing in
it.
The show is a “ representation
of our school and what we do,”
said Chris Brockwehl, a member
of the Horse Show Team and
president of WCIHSA. Although
she was scheduled to compete
this year, a recent leg injury will
keep her out of the competition.
“ Plus it’s our home field, so to
speak, so we tend to feel we have
a bit more advantage here than
we do elsewhere,” said Marion
Patterson, also a member of the
team.
The Poly Royal show is a part
of a series of seven to nine shows
on the intercollegiate circuit and
gives the team a chance to com
pete against horse show teams
from other schools such as UC
Davis and Chico State, and to
earn points for their own team.
At every show a team member
competes in, they earn a certain
amount of points, individually
and for the team, Brockwehl
said. At the end of the year,
whoever has the most points will
win Champion and Reserve
Champion titles.
So far, the Cal Poly team is do
ing well, placing second for the
overall high-point team. At a re
cent show, in Fresno, “ we were
high-point western team and
high-point overall team for the
day,” Brockwehl said.
Sec HO RSES, page 36
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EMBROIDERY SERVICE

Advertise
w ith quality com puterized stitches on
caps, jackets or other apparel.

• Business
•C lu b
• Individual
•Team
• Fraternity/Sorority

Committed to
Cal Poly club leaders tell how they juggle
classes & work, and still manage their posts

3121-1 S. H iguera St.
San Luis O bispo
---------------------- 543-7243--------------------------
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G R EA T BUY!
2 Bedroom End Unit Condo w /Flreplace & extra large
Double Garage, nice, quietlirea.
$167,000.

'I

■'I

LOTS O F CHARM!
Iroom IMMACULATE home! Fireplace in Master
along w /G la ss Doors opening to Deck Area.
^«ODodeled F ^ h e n overkx>ks the J^erfect Backyard.
& slio p s Peak school area. Don't libss C ud $243.000.
R B A D T F O R B U Y E R T O M O V E H f!
4 year eld Home, looks Brand Newt 8 Bedioom in
iOknaculate condition. A Great Buy at $ 2 ^ ,9 5 0 .

V A lX T O F O tn
2 Bedroom. 1 Bath Spanish Style Home w/FIreplace.
Established neighborhood. Close to Downtown. $ 2 25,000.
G R E A T V IE W !!
3 Bedroom, 1 Bath Home. Nice Fireplace in Uvingroom,
Large Comer Lot, Quiet Neighborhood. $ 2 9 9,500
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2500 titles of
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10 %

Discount with Cal Poly I.D.
We Ship A n 3Twhere
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W o n d e r f u l G a m e s & G if t I d e a s f o r A ll A g e s

780 A rlington

C am bria 972-5277

here are
numerous
reasons to
join clubs and
organizations
on campus, to
which
members fre
quently can
attest. Parents often add fuel to
the fire, encouraging little
Johnny or Susie to get involved
in campus life and broaden their
college experience.
But what about the flip side of
the proverbial coin? What about
the people who not only join
these groups, but take active
leadership positions? Are they
taking on too much?
Find out what these student

club leaders say.
Keeping the Ski Club
sliding along smoothly
Michael Kiley, a senior
business major, is the Ski Club’s
vice president of membership.
While Kiley thinks of his position
as “ good leadership experience,’’
there are problems, too.
One of the problems Kiley
finds is other people’s lack of organization.
“ People don’t always plan out
their day well enough,’’ Kiley
said, “ And that messes up the
club, because they don’t follow
through.’’
He said working with friends
can be difficult, either because of

disagreements about how some
thing should be done, or simply
too much contact with that
group of friends.
“ Respect can be a problem. If
you want something done (a cer
tain way), you basically have to
do it yourself,’’ Kiley said. “ You
can’t boss students and your
friends around.’’
Wiring ASI Concerts for sound
Dani Soban, a sixth-year
aeronautical engineering major,
is chair of ASI Concerts. She
said her job is to make sure
others do their jobs.
“ It’s satisfying to see some
thing you’ve been working on all
come together in the end,’’ Soban
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Th# ultimate In view and prlvacylll See
Morro Rock, Cayucoa Pier, and mi lea of
ocean. Electricity, great well with 18,000
gal. storage tank. Only $750,0000

CAYUCOS OCEAN FRONT
Spectacular views and joyous beach
living. Very large home with 5 br. and 2
bath w/ dbl. car garage and carport.
Unique property and great investment.
Priced at $1,200,000.

Chaos...
Isaid.

For her position, Soban works
20 to 25 hours per week, time she
said she might otherwise spend
with her boyfriend or studying.
“ It all comes down to time,”
I Soban said.
And for Soban, it appears this
dedication will keep her here at
Cal Poly an extra 1'/i years.

The Accounting Club’s
own “ Superperson?”
For Kikie Parker, president of
the Accounting Club, the most
troublesome time is in the
beginning of the school year
when extensive planning for the
quarter takes place while trying
to reassimilate into school.
“ There is a lot of tension and
uncertainty initially,” Parker
said. “ I just have to remind
myself I’m not superperson.”

Balancing school and
functions: Delta Chi
Sophomore architecture stu
dent Steve Urrutia, the social
chair for Delta Chi fraternity,
said he finds that events he plans
have the capacity not to happen
as planned.
“ Sometimes I feel I have to do
everything,” Urrutia said, “ and
that takes a lot of time and
energy.”
Urrutia also said it is difficult
to balance school and the frater
nity functions.
“ You have to sacrifice both
ways. You always hear, ‘You’re
here for school,’ ” he said, “ but it
doesn’t always work out that
way.”
Thriving on stress and WOW
Karen Menz is a fourth-year
human development student. She
is also the chair of the Week of
Welcome Board, which organizes
the WOW program to introduce

MILLION DOLLAR OCEAN VIEW

incoming students to Cal Poly.
Menz said she enjoys repre
senting a program she loves, and
she likes meeting people she
wouldn’t otherwise meet, in
cluding parents of the
“ WOWies.” But it is far from
paradise.
Menz said the time conflict be
tween school and the board is
very difficult for her to resolve.
Often, study time loses out. Also,
the responsibility involved can
be a negative factor.
“ As chair, everything falls
back on you,” Menz said. “ Peo
ple expect a lot, and you always
have to stay one step ahead of
the game.”
Menz said it can also be dif
ficult to work with students.
“ Everyone’s priorities are dif
ferent, and sometimes that
makes it difficult for me to
understand them,” Menz said.
“ For instance, some people put
schoolwork before the board.
That isn’t my priority system, so
See LEADERS, page 37

'*YOUR CO ASTAL
CO N N EC TIO N
FO R H O M ES
A N D RA N C H E S,

Just a chip shot from Morro Bay Golf
Course. Luxurious 4,100-» sq. ft., custom
built home with Indoor putting green and
much, much more. Yours for $950,000.

Call me for information on these and
other ranches and coastal properties.
AMtSMsaOf rm

nmmcuu mtrwom

coLouieu.

798 MORRO BAY BLVD.
MORRO BAY, CA 93442
BUS. (805) 772-4447
RES. (805) 528-6423

b a n k e r
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LIBERTY REALTY

FAX# 772-8612

Tell Ih iu r P a re n ts To

MBETHERUL
This Poly Royal Weekend, tell your parents
to leave the family sedan at home, and
instead take the brand-new Pnneess
Callfomia Sun Express’", the million dollar
Super Dome*" railcar service to San
Luis Obispo
Luxurious Super Domes depart daily from
Oakland and Los Angeles. A guaranteed
seat in the 64-seat full-dome lounge,
renowned Pnneess service, plus fine dining
available for purchase in a classic pnvate
dining room, ifs all |ust $9950 per person,
oneway
Call your travel agent or 1 (800) 835-8907.
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SLO County's #1 Rental Co.

10% Student Discount
H o m e o r O ffic e Q u a lity F u rn itu re
A f fo r d a b le M o n th - to - M o n th R e n ta l
H u g e S e le c tio n
F a st D e liv e ry • 1007o P u i c h a s e O p tio n

544-0132
285 South St.
San Luis Obispo
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Horses
From page 33

Four students, Lindsey Creed,
Jayne Isaacs, Brockwehl and
Patterson are the designated Cal
Poly Horse Show Team and have
been the only ones showing all
year up until their last show,
when two more members were
added.
They are no strangers to a
horse’s back and have been
riding for a good part of their
lives. Creed has been riding for
10 years while Patterson has 24
years of experience with horses.
Usually only six members are
allowed on the team, three who

ride western and three who ride
English, Brockwehl said. But
because she is the only team
member who rides English, the
team has an uneven number of
each.
This does not, however, seem
to be a hindrance for them. “ We
have a very balanced team,”
Patterson said.
To be part of the team,
members must show consistent
ly, not just in one show. “ You’re
not traveling on the road like we
do the whole quarter,”
Brockwehl said. The team spends
a lot of time traveling and has

Throagh all th« grooming,
riding and anticipation
for tho apeoming show,
friandship Is tho thing that
soams to k««p tho team going.

gone to shows as far away as
Reno and Pomona.
The classes that team members
will be riding in are standardized
with intercollegiate shows. For
English riders there are seven
classes in which they may show,
including working hunters and
equitation over fences.
Brockwehl enjoys taking her
chestnut thoroughbred. Sporting
Class, in jumper classes.
Creed’s favorite is the trail
class.
“ In the trail class normally
they have a gate you have to
open and close, a bridge for you
to go over, poles on the ground
you either walk, trot or lope
over,” she said.
The team members each have
their own horses, but some of Cal
Poly’s horses will also be used in
the Poly Royal show. “ That
gives them experience showing,”
said Murphy.

In preparation for the show,
team members must groom and
ride their horses as often as
possible and be sure the animals
are fed properly.
“ It’s like an athlete,” Patter
son said of her 9-year-old
quarterhorse, Portoguese Louie.
Patterson tries to ride with team
members and her trainer as much
as she can to get ready for the
show.
The team also tries to practice
together often so they can help
each other out, she said.
Behind the show scenes, Mar
shall is ordering awards, selec
ting a judge and in the process of
getting a list of events for an en
try form. The forms will be given
to other colleges and passed
around locally.
Donations will also be needed
from various businesses for the
classes. “ It deviates some of the
cost of whatever class they

choose to sponsor for the show,”
Marshall said, “ and they get free
advertising” because their name
will be announced as the sponsor
for that class.
Arrangements also have to be
made for the stabling of horses
and housing for visiting com
petitors.
Brockwehl usually offers her
house to students from Pomona
or Davis so they do not have to
pay for a motel room, “ especially
over Poly Royal — it’s so hard to
get a motel anyway,” she said.
Are there any problems to be
dealt with to ensure a smooth
show? Hopefully it will not rain,
said Murphy. Also, they hope to
use their own set of jumps this
year since there have been pro
blems with obtaining jumps in
past shows.
But through all the grooming,
riding and anticipation for the
upcoming show, friendship is the
thing that seems to keep the
team going.
At some shows, everybody
tries to knife each other in the
back, Patterson said, but here
everybody helps each other.
“ We’re all buddies,”
Brockwehl said. “ It’s like a reu
nion every time you go to a show
and you hang out with these
people. They’ll be your friends
for life.”
“ And it’s fun, we encourage
each other,” said Patterson.
“ That’s the fun part.” D
Kim Jarrará is a senior Journal
ism major. This is her second
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
Daily.
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>
Private Bedrooms
Heated Swimming Pool
> Weight Room
Computer/Study Room
>
> Fitness Center
10 or 12 Month Leases
>
>
Cal Poly Shuttle Bus
>
- Olympic Free Weights
- Universal Machines

- IB M Compatibles
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- free aerobics

THE BEST RIBS
IN S.L.O. FOR THE
PAST SIX YEARS !

- leaves every half hour
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We believe Valencia is the finest student housing in San
Luis Obispo. But we don’t want you to just take our word for it.
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Murray St. Station, Stenner Glenn, Mustang Village, Foothill
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,«adcrs
From page 35
’s difficult for me to undersmd.”
Menz said another problem is
)sing contact with friends who
Ire not on the board or who are
jot in some way connected to
^OW.
"I know if they’re really your
fiends that they’ll be there for
lou no matter what,” Menz said.
}but it still makes me sad.”
She said her involvement will
equire her to delay graduation
)y one quarter. Last quarter she
|ad an internship in Atascadero,
forked at a yogurt shop in town,
;nt 20 to 23 hours a week doig work for the WOW board and
3ok 19 units.
“ I thrive on stress,” she said.

Diversions opienty...
Heirshberg had 16 units last
quarter and Harshaw took 11
units while working 15 to 30
hours a week in town.
“ Sleep is a problem,” Heir
shberg said. “ Between supervis
ing (the stafO and schoolwork, it
gets hectic.”
Harshaw said they may spend
only four or five hours on the
paper one week, but the following
week the job can require 25 or 30
hours of work.

lot Coffee: a creative alternative
And then there is Michael
larshaw and Greg Heirshberg.
ieirshberg. a third-year English
lajor, said he and Harshaw, a
)nstruction management senior,
ilt the campus was lacking an
iternative to the “ one-sided
)nservatism” of the Mustang
)aily.
So, in fall 1989, Harshaw and
Ieirshberg became the founders
id co-editors of Hot Coffee, a
p-monthly publication featuring
>etry, extensive artwork and
nicies about environmental
ksues.
“ We needed a political and arstic outlet.” Harshaw said.
[I’m changing Cal Poly by open\g up people’s eyes.”

"Th«r« is a lot
of tension and
anc«rtointly...l
Just hav« to
romind mysalf
I'm not
Harshaw and Heirshberg are
also the ad representatives for
the paper. If there is a delay in
printing an issue, or if there is
some other problem, they are the
ones who “ take the fall.”
“ It’s frustrating,” Heirshberg
said.
Heirshberg also mentioned not
having time for other clubs he
might otherwise be interested in
joining.

To help combat the drudgery of classes, more than 300

•••

clubs and organizations are available to Cal Poly students.

So how do all these stressedout, involved people cope?
“ I’d die without a calendar to
write everything down in,” Kiley
said. “ My friends help a lot,
too.”
“ There’s never been a time in
my life when I haven’t been in
volved,” Soban said. “ It takes
careful planning and organiza
tion.”
Soban also said she has very
supportive friends and a suppor
tive boyfriend to help her
through the difficult times. She
also takes a couple of days off
occasionally.
“ I don’t spend time doing
things without getting some
thing in return,” Parker said.
She said she has made friends
and business contacts, as well as
learning how to work with peo
ple.
“ I have to organize and budget
my time,” Urrutia said. “ You’re
cheating yourself if you’re not
active.”
“ My roommates definitely help
me,” Menz said. “ And my
friends. Also, my weekends are
my weekends. I don’t do
schoolwork, unless it’s 6 p.m. or
later on Sunday, and 1 try not to
think about the board too much,
but that can be hard.”
It certainly can.D

Professional societies from nearly every major are represented,
from the Accounting Club to the Young Farmers. In addition,
social clubs, such as fraternities and sororities, also make their
home at Cal Poly.
There are so many to choose from, in fact, that the choice
is more of what nof to join, than what to join.
For more information on joining a club, or if you want to
start one, callStudent Life and Activities, 756-2476.

- featuring a menu selection including

East Indian Lamb Curry
Moroccan Style Chicken
Oriental and Vegetarian Dishes
and more!

Laura Daniels is a senior journal
ism major. This is her third
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
Daily.

*A U n iq u e C a f e f o r t h e E c l e c t ic D iner**
A N O N - S M O K IN G R E S T A U R A N T

imludinn

Sunday Night Family Style Dinner
$8.50 per person
T

Open Tucs.-Sat. serving Breakfast & Lunch
D in n e r s p m -lO p m
Sunday: Brunch 9:30 am -2:30 pm
Family Style Dinner 5-9 pm

DAVE HITE

)M BECKWITH

Low est prices on the Central Coast for
iMIchelin, B ridgestone, and Rem ington Tires!

Reservations Recommended 541-4048
1040 Broad St. • San Luis Obispo

HWY 4GEiG0LDt:\M.LLS

105 E. MILL ST.
SANTA MARIA

252 HIGUERA
SAN LUIS OBISPO

346-6539

1544-9259 or 541-TIRE
2 STORES TOSERVE YOU!

l at o

A G C e n te r

FEED. TACK A WESTERN WEAR

238-6690

8-€

REGULAR HOURS
« 9-5 Saturdays

FO R T H E 1 9 9 0 'S —
YOUR ONE PLACE FOR ALL YO U R PE T
& LIV E S TO C K NEEDS!

E X C LU S IV E REM INGTON TIRE DISTRIBUTOR

40,000 MILE •
STEEL BELTED
REM ING TO N
MAXXUM™
I65/80R 13....................... ■34.88
I7 5 /8 0 R 1 3 ....................... 3 6 .8 8
185/80R13....................... 3 7 .8 8
I8 5 /7 5 R 1 4 ....................... 3 9 .8 8
I9 5 /7 5 R 1 4 ....................... 4 2 .8 8
Í0 5 /7 5 R 1 4 ....................... 4 3 .8 8
Í0 5 /7 5 R 1 5 ....................... 4 6 .8 8
I1 5 /75 R 15....................... 4 8 .8 8
!2 5 /7 5 R 1 5 ....................... 4 9 .8 8
Í3 5 /7 5 R 1 5 ....................... 5 0 .8 8

40,000 M ILE S • RV and
LIG H T T R U C K
S T E E L BELTED RADIAL

REMINGTON
WIDE BRUTE
’ F.E.T. Applies
to Some Sizes
26X850R14........................ *74.88
'30X950R15..................... 82.88
‘ 31X10.50R15................. 88.88
•31X11.50R15................. 90.88
•33X12.50R15.................. 100.88
‘ 235/85R16................... 90.88
800R16.5.......................... 81.88
'8.75R16.5........................85.88
•950R 16.5..................... 90.88
‘ 33X12.50R16.5.............118.88

45,000MILE
M&SBLACKWALL

REMINGTON
HIMAX
1 5 5S R 13......................... *32.88
165S R 13........................... 34.88
175S R 14........................... 39.88
185S R 14........................... 41.88
165S R 15........................... 38.88
175/70S R 13.................... *38.88
1 8 5 /7 0 S R 1 3 .................... 4 0 .8 8
1 8 5 /7 0 S R 1 4 .................... 4 2 .8 8
1 9 5 /7 0 S R 1 4 .................... 4 3 .8 8
2 0 5 /7 0 S R 1 4 .................... 5 0 .8 8

Paso Robles AG Center Anmai a Feed Headquaners We Feature
FOR DOGS AND CATS
Science Diet • Nutro • Eukanuba • lams* Avo Derm
• Waynes • Kings & Good Life • Dew Houses • Dogloos
Kennels * Grooming Supplies

FOR HORSES & UVESTOCK
King & Universal Feeds Oat and Alfalfa hay
Straw« Shavings« Pipe Corrals
FOR BIRDS & SMALL ANIMALS
Perchmate * Universal * Rabbit & Poultry Feed

Justin Boots • Resistol Hats
Montana Silver . Black Hills Gold
WESTERN SADDLES BY:
Circle Y, Big Horn, Textan, Crates. M aePherson, Syd Hill

WESTERN CLOTHING!
Wrangler, Rocky Mountain, Prior,
H-Bar-C, Miller, Walls, Australian Outback

Hours: MON-FRI. 8am-6pm • SAT. 8am-4pm

OUTFIT YOUAND YOURHORSE
WITHAPPLICATIONSand APPROVEDCREDIT
Us a SNAP to hnance PR AGCENTER Purchases

P R O U D S P O N S O R O F T H E C A L P O L Y W H E E L M E N !!!

CYCLERY
We're San Luis Obispo County's Mountain Bike Headquarters
with over 40^ Bikes Under our Roof!
800

FEATURING:

SPEOAUZEO

S C H W IN N

DIAMOND BACK

*

T R C K lUSA

N iS H iK t

(ONLY AT BAYW OOD LOCATION)

Frame Alignment Featuring New England Cycling Academy’s Frame Alignment System
%

* Fit Kit

(Exclusive for S.L.O. County)

To Fit You Perfectly To Your New Bike

Accessories
.
All The Best From Europte, Japan and the U.S.
* Components

*

*^

* Custom Wheel Building

For The Highest Quality Wheels

* One Day Service
A V dildblO

Need It Tomorrow, Just Tell Us!

A R T ’S
BAYW OOD
CYCLERY
Hours:

217910th St.
Los Osos
528-5115

Mon-Fri. 10-6
Sat.
9-5:30
Closed Sunday

A R T’S
SLO
CYCLER Y
Hours:

198 South St.
San Luis Obispo
543-4416
Mon-Fri. 10-6
Sat.
9:30-5
Closed Sunday
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Activists
From page 29
reflection of a tendency to con
form.
“ There is a lot of peer pressure
to succeed at Cal Poly,” Mall
said. “ Nobody wants to get left
out.”
Also, with the quick pace of
the quarter system, students find
it difficult to make time for any
thing other than academics, he
said. They may be sensitive to
the issue, yet unwilling to make
sacrifices to support their beliefs.
Nash said whether it be war,
civil rights or abortion, students
don’t have time to form opinions.
Instead, they adopt the position
of their parents until they are
put in a position where they have
to make their own decisions.
It takes something radical to
hit students’ lives before they
take a stand, Nash said. For ex
ample, there are many religious
students on campus who may
characterize themselves as pro
life supporters, he said. But when
pregnancy becomes their per
sonal problem, many of them
may then become pro-choice.
“ Every year we advise a lot of
women with unplanned pregnan
cies,” Nash said. “ I’d say less
than five percent have their
babies.”
For a number of years the
Health Center was witness to

about 200 pregnancies per year.
These numbers have dropped in
the last decade, most significant
ly in the last two years. Nash
said this drop in unplanned
pregnancies has been the result
of more well-informed students.
Students today are the
beneficiaries of the sexual revo
lution following birth control’s
increased availability after the
early 1960s, Nash said. Women
can now express their sexuality
without as great a risk of
pregnancy.
Pro-choice supporter
Schoenhoff said she thinks the
more conservative students are
possibly religious and may,
therefore, not be sexually active.
She said she attributes the
high abortion rate to Cal Poly’s
career-oriented atmosphere.
“ This school is competitive,
and people want to suceed,” she
said. “ I don’t think they would
just drop everything unless they
just had this deep conviction
that it (abortion) was wrong.”
Nash said he thinks the odds
are that California will continue
to perform abortions regardless
of what the Supreme Court says.
“ California in its constitution
says you have the right to
privacy,” he said. “ California
and the U.S. Supreme Court both
say that abortion comes under

the right of privacy.”
Pro-life chapter advisor Mall,
who once taught in the Midwest,
said Cal Poly is a microcosm of
California. He said California is a
state of extremism in this case
since it embodies the two ex
tremes of public opinion on abor
tion, and this is reflected right
here on campus.
The sudden activist movement
on campus may be the product of
good timing. Mall said.
“ These organizations were
waiting to happen,” he said.
“ The right combination of per
sonnel and motivation has arisen;
you have to have these two in
gredients.”
Spence said time provides the
biggest barrier in starting up a
group since seniors who start up
a club on campus only can carry
it through until they graduate.
“ All the momentum kind of
goes with them,” Spence said.
Campus leaders on the two
sides of the abortion issue met in
the middle to agree that this is a
quiet battle at Cal Poly. But
Spence said this silence may be
broken spring quarter when both
groups are in full swing.□

C o rn e r o f F o o th ill &
S a n ta R osa w ith o v e r
50 p in b a ll & v id e o
g am es fo r y o u r
e n te rta in m e n t &
p le a s u re !

Professional Suppliers of Automobile Parts

CAR
TRO UBLES

Karen Kendzor is a junior Jour
nalism major. This is her second
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
Daily.

H O U N D IN G
YOU?
"Sophie"

The Largest Supplier of
Foreign Parts on the Central Coast
(across from Ben F ran klin 's

350 Hiauera
Monday-Saturday
Sunday 4 - 9 pm

/ 1

FULL CIRCLE

969 M onterey Street »San Luis O bispo* 544-5888

ANTI PASTI
Mozzarella Marmara

Antipasto Misto . . . ...........

4 I5

Genoa Salami

Italian Green Salad . .................

I 95

Insalata Calamari

3 65
...................

WE BUY AND SELL
USED CLOTHING
we a l s o c a n y cctrcis
tooks, accessories an d imports

2 IO
4 I5

PASTA

a t The C ream ery
570 H iguera #10, Son Luis Obispo

Served with rour cho<c o< loup or uUd and hot (artic bread

With Marmara Sauce

6 25

With Meat Sauce.................

6 75

With Meat Balls.....................

7 75

Lasagna

7 75

Cannelloni

7 75

Manicotti

With Italian Sausage

. . . ........

With Chicken Livers

5 4 4 -5 6 1 1

With Pesto......................................... 7 7S
With Garlic 4 Oil .............................. 6 75

Your Choice of Spaghetti or Fettucine

PASTA A L F O R N O

SPEEDY

(Baked m the Oven)

................................................7 75
..................................

543-9557

am - Wpm

IT A L IA N R E S T A U R A N T

Minestrone............. . Cup I 75 Bowl 2 50

sandwich shop)______

S ig n ^ A ^ R a m a .u sA

7 55
7 25

Y o u r L o c a l S o u rc e F o r

Custom Signage
SPECIALITÀ DELLA CASA
H ouse Specialities
Served with )iour choice of soup or salad and hot fariK bread

Veal Parmigiano served with Pasta

8 95

Linguini with Clam Sauce......... .........7 95

Chicken Milano served with Pasta .

7 95

Ravioli with Meat Sauce........... .........7.25

Sausage and Peppers with Pasta . .

7 95

Fettuccine Alfredo

Eggplant Parmigiano with Pasu . ..

7 95

A

................. .........7.95

Fettuccine Primavera............... ......... 7.95
»

♦

ZONES and DESSE

• Banners
• Neon
• Winiiow an(d Vehicle Lettering
• Magnetics
• Silk Screening
and more!
visit o u r s h o w ro o m a t 3 1 2 1 S . H ig u era , S L O
o r ca ll 5 4 5 - 9 6 0 9

The Golden 1 Credit Union is one of the fastest growing
independent financial cooperatives in California, and now
the many benefits of membership are available to you!

M

___ jembership in The Golden 1 is open to students, faculty and staff of Cal Poly State
University and the members of their families.
As a member, you are eligible for all The Golden 1 money saving financial services,
like, low-cost VISA cards, 100% financing on both new and used cars, trucks and vans,
Stafford Student Loans, Quick Draw lines of credit, and more!

S te p to th e H e a d o f th e C la ss
Call Toll-Free, 1-800-346-4776 today, and we’ll rush a membership
catalog to you with complete information on how easy it is to join
The Golden 1 Credit Union.

1L2J0*

h
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CREDIT U N 1 0 r \ ^ V

s y s t e m

EXPLORE'

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER
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hnding yourSELF...
t’s a way to build friendships
and talk about personal con
cerns. It’s a place for women
of ethnic backgrounds to
gather and explore their per
sonalities and needs while be
ing part of the norm, not the
exception. It’s a program
called SELF.
Presently sponsored by Student Academic Ser
vices (SAS), SELF is a newly established program
that brings black and Hispanic women together to
talk about issues important to them.
“ The separateness of their cultural identities is
very important and something that needs to be
talked about,” said Willi Coleman, a Cal Poly
counselor and SELF facilitator. “ There are issues
specific to being a woman of color ... to being a
woman period! And those issues brought about
some interesting interaction.”
The idea for SELF began when psychology and
human development professor Margaret Berrio and
human development student Michelle Benoit began
talking to various clubs, trying to find hispanic
women interested in forming a discussion group.
Students pointed her toward SAS Academic Adviser
Patricia Ponce. Berrio approached Ponce and SELF
began to have a base.

lA/omen’s group
jffers network for
Hispanice & biacks

. ..to

“ We knew two Anglo women couldn’t do this, so
we brought Patricia in,” said Berrio.
“ It was interesting because I happened to have a
group designed,” said Ponce. “ As a graduate stu
dent I was taking a group counseling class and we
had to design a group. My interest was on Hispanic
women — Chicanas. Margaret approached me and
asked what 1 thought. I got all fired up and energiz
ed.”
Ponce then approached SAS Director Armando
Pezo-Silva with a proposal for the program’s fun
ding. It was Pezo-Silva who suggested expanding
the pilot program to include black women. Willi
Coleman was asked to facillitate that group.
SELF officially began its pilot program in winter
quarter. It is designed to accommodate 20 women,
10 black and 10 Hispanic. Its goals are to form a
support group for women that would maintain
cultural awareness, raise self-esteem, and bring
about a strong and serious desire to complete college
educations.
SELF is the umbrella organization and the women
are broken up into two components: Afro-Americans
in SELF (AsSELF) and Hispanics Erupting in
SELF (HerSELF).The women meet five times a
quarter for two hours. The first half hour brought
te th races together for a general discussion of
Sec SELF, page 42 ,
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issues, then the group split into its two compo, nents.
"When I first wrote the program design, 1 didn’t
have a name for it," said Ponce. "We needed to
have a catchy name that represents the group. Our
mission is self-esteem, empowerment for the indiI vidual ... for the self. The core is the strengthening
' of the seif."
SELF is directed primarily at first year Cal Poly
, students — first-time freshmen and new transfers
in winter quarter. Ponce specifically designed it as
such since these students are at the highest risk of
dropping out of college. She hopes that SELF will
be a way for these students to find a level of com
fort in their adjustment to Cal Poly.
"The goal is retention," said Ponce. "We’re going
to do anything and everything to increase that
comfort level to be academically successful and
graduate. The feedback has been that this is one of
the things that would help with that."
Both Ponce and Coleman said that a majority of
the students did not know each other before they
began attending the meetings.
"We weren’t sure what to do with them once we
got the two groups together," laughed Col
eman."We thought that they could either hate each
other or sit and talk and strike up some relation
ship. And that’s what they did."
Though the three facilitators, Coleman, Ponce, ■
and Berrio, often came in with prepared topics,
many times they found that the women had other
concerns that they wanted to discuss. Topics rang
ed from racism, politics, money, sexuality, religion
and their relationships with men and other women.
"Each one of the sessions had a topic," said Col
eman, "but we would get to the meeting and some
one would have an issue. We need to have a general
idea of what the topic is. But I think that to run a
good group, you cannot be that rigid. It’s impor
tant to bring the group back to the topic. But when
the dynamics of the group are taking you some
place away, you go there. You’re meeting the needs
of the students."

Coleman
said that the
talks brought
out many feel
ings about
what it was
like being
women of color
and being stu
dents at Cal
Poly where
they were only
a small percen
tage of the
total.
" I t’s normal
to feel a little
bit weird to be
in an environ
ment different
r
from the one
Patricia Ponca, of SELF.
you’re ac
customed to,"
said Berrio.
" I t’sO .K .to
want to talk to
people who know what you’re taking about."
"There’s a lot of critical thinking, and I don’t
discourage any anger," said Coleman. " I think,
particularly for women, it’s important to acknowl
edge what you’re concerned and upset about and
not apologize for being angry. About 80 percent of
what goes on, however, has nothing to do with
anger."
Coleman said that the double dimensions of
gender and ethnicity aren’t addressed in students’
everyday environments. She said that most stu
dents do not have the chance to talk about their
concerns in their classes or in their dorms.
"I think that students of color have a lot of
unmet needs," said Coleman, "and one of them is
the need of affiliation. To be with people just like
you in a semi-structured, purposed environment. To
See SELF, page 43
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in an environment where you
the norm and the way you
the world is not unusual. I
ik students of color had that
jrtunity with this program.”
Joleman feels that the whole
icept of bringing ethnic
.ups together to talk is a
ique endeavor in itself.
The whole focus when you
about race has been minorij majority, but we don’t talk
lut minority to minority —
lich definitely has some issues
ddress,” said Coleman,
loth the students and the
ilitators are eager for the proim to continue and expand,
students have already talked
any of their friends and
it to bring more into the
>up.
Yes, I have heard that the
e group now has been talking

to other people and the feedback
is that they don’t want to limit it
just to freshmen,” said Ponce.
“ We all want to talk. We all want
to get together to support each
other.”
Ponce, Coleman and Berrio are
also discussing to eventually ex
pand the program to include

"Wh«n th«
dynamcs of
tho group or«
taking you soma
placo away,
#«
yt

dLCttitói

Anglos, Asians and other ethnic
minorities. They have concerns
with the level of commitment to
the meetings. All the women had
to sign a formal agreement to at
tend regularly and once the
numbers were set, there were no
longer any new members allowed
in for the quarter. Confidentiality
was assured.
“ If the variable to measure
success is wanting to bring more
students in, then it has been a
success,” said Coleman. “ I know
it’s necessary to do. It’s good for
the students to be together in a
group of women just like them. I
think it provided a space that
they don’t normally get to live
in.” D
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Monica Ortiz is a junior Journal
ism major. This is her first
quarter reporting fo r Mustang
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Ethnic Perceptions

The personal
effects
of minority
relations at
Cal Poly

iscrimination is
bad,integra
tion is good,
affirmative ac
tion is justice,
reverse
discrimination
is tolerable —
these invinci
ble, American truths work well
in books and in speeches, but in
practice the kryptonite glows
much too bright. Discrimination
becomes naturally common, in

TWEEDS •

tegration is next to impossible,
affirmative action no longer
seems so positive and reverse
discrimination becomes the great
evil of our time. And while
politicians and ethnic leaders
argue philosophies, people are
left on their own to somehow
understand one another.
Cal Poly is no exception. The
university’s ethnic group under
representation and efforts to
resolve the situation are always
regarded as problematic. But

SHORTS •

whether the issue has been
underexposed or overblown,
discussion about its sociological
impact on the campus communi
ty as a whole has been em
phasized, maybe at the expense
of presenting the personal effects
of underrepresentation at the in
dividual level.
It is one thing to argue about
Cal Poly’s unbalanced ethnic
ratios, but it is another to
understand and relate to ethnic
minority students and what they

TOPS •
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go through on a daily basis in
herent to the label. In straight
terms, how do minority students
at Cal Poly feel about under
representation?
Patricia Nunez is an education
junior who has felt the pressures
of a small Hispanic population.
“ It was culture shock when I
came to Cal Poly,’’ Nunez said.
“ (In class) when they say join a
group and do a project. I’m just
standing there waiting for someSee PERCEPTIONS, page 46
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one to pick me, and I’ll take a passive role
because I get the feeling that people don’t
want me in their group.”
Nunez, who was born in Mexicali, Mex
ico, and lived in Santa Maria, was ac
customed to being with people of her own
background. ’’When I’m walking down to
class. I’ll see a Hispanic face, and I’ll want
to talk to that person,” she said. “ When
you’re away from your culture, it makes
you identify and appreciate it more.”
Psychology and human development
professor Ned Schultz believes Nunez’s
feelings are realisitic and that minority
students are more at risk to being isolated
socially or in a class setting. “ It requires
some extra self-confidence at meeting
someone who might be reluctant to in
teract with you,” he said, “ because some
students don’t have a lot of experience
with minorities.”
Although foreign-born students, such as
Nunez, who do not speak flawless English,
tend to have more difficulty adapting to
the Cal Poly setting, American-born ethnic
minorities who speak perfect English are
not without their own concerns. Some
have never felt their ethnicity more than
at Cal Poly.
One such student is Letty Villescas, a
civil engineering major and a first genera
tion Mexican-American. “ In high school I
was among so many different groups,
whites included, that it never seemed any
thing big,” she said. “ But coming to Cal
Poly, which is not really culturally aware,
I became more culturally aware because
you finally realize, ‘Oh my gosh, I am dif
ferent.’ ” Villescas said she has friends
from many different groups, but realizes
she has more Hispanic friends than ever
before.
Other students have had similar experi
ences. Senior Karen Kwan, a ChineseAmerican studying art and design, also

recalls being more aware of her ethnicity
while in college but tries not to limit her
scope of friends. “ I always remember
thinking distinctly that I didn’t only want
to be a part of Asian groups,” she said.
But Kwan explained that most of her
friends are Asian. Occasionally, while with
her friends who happen to be Asian, Kwan
senses that some Anglos think she and her
friends are segregating themselves. “ I get
the feeling that people expect you to
mingle with everybody,” she said. “ They
don’t want to see blacks with their own
fraternity or Asians with their own clubs.”
Some white students do take notice
when they see large groups of blacks,
Hispanics, Asians or any other group who
appear to associate exclusively with
themselves. “ It catches my eye,” said Eric
Soldau, an architecture senior who is
white. “ (In those situations) I hope they’re
together because they have something in
common and not because they’re forced
to.” Soldau also expressed concern about
exclusive ethnic clubs on campus. “ I think
most white people appreciate their pride in
maintaining their culture, but there is a
limit. There would be more integration if
minorities were more open to that idea.”
Steve Short, an electrical engineering
senior who is white, said he isn’t bothered
when he sees ethnic groups, but it once
disturbed him. “ I used to think they’re
almost isolating everybody else because
they feel like a minority,” he said, “ and
they’re actually treating everybody else
like a minority, not letting anybody in.”
Such sentiment is not uncommon. Mark
Reeland, a graphic communication senior
who is white, also understands why
underrepresented minorities might want
to group together but feels more could be
done. “ The more they do associate with
others, the sooner they will feel comfor
table (and) accepted,” he said.
Not all students, however, feel that the

integration process should lean on the
underrepresented. Senior John Carter, a
math major who is Afro-American, thinks
that such efforts should be equal. “ It’s a
real narrow mind that puts that responsi
bility (of integration) on the minority and
their friends to disperse and not appear
that they’re grouping together,” Carter
said. He also noted that the reverse is
happening — white people mainly
associating with other whites — and,
therefore, everyone must deal with the
situation.
Everardo Martinez, director of
Developmental Outreach for Student Ac
ademic Services, sees nothing wrong with
ethnic groups gathering because of com
mon interests or to promote their culture.
He also said that people can’t make quick
assumptions about minority students who
appear to stay together. “ The fact that
you see a bunch of non-Anglo people
together at one time doesn’t mean that
they don’t associate with other Anglos,”
he said. Martinez has come across minori
ty students who only want to be with
other ethnic minorities, and that is a
mistake, he said. “ They are as guilty of
ethnocentricity as the Anglo person who
won’t relate with anyone but Anglos.”
Not all minority students, though, claim
to have hardships at Cal Poly. Graduate
student Anthony Dien Nguyen, who was
born in Vietnam and is now studying
aeronautical engineering, said he feels
very comfortable at the university despite
the ethnic ratio gap. “ It wasn’t difficult
because 1 started out in the dorms, which
always encouraged you to interact,” he
said. Nguyen, who is the president of the
Vietnamese Student Association, said he
never feels self-conscious about being with
his Asian friends or any other for that
matter.
Considering Nguyen arrived in the
United States only 10 years ago, he

speaks English well, but still has a
moderate accent. “ I do have to work a lot
harder for people to accept me when I
make a speech,” he said. Though he hasn’t
experienced any major problems, Nguyen
hopes that integration among the student
body will become more of a two-way
street. “ I find myself trying to adapt to
their (Anglos) lifestyle to fit in, but in
return they never really try to understand
my background,” he said.
But by no means is Cal Poly a racist
campus. “ For the number of incidences,”
Martinez said, “ we really have not had
much of a problem” compared to other
campuses. Martinez feels the problems are
more subtle, affecting the students in
directly.
All of these students have their own
story, unique to the individual’s experi
ences, whether it is upsetting or
enlightening. But a commonality exists
among the situations and circumstances
facing underrepresented ethnic students
daily: The majority, no matter how sincere
their efforts may be, cannot truly know
what it is to be in the minority. Whatever
it is worth, the largest segment of Cal Po
ly’s population will always lack that
perspective when forming its opinion on
and dealing with the university’s political
and social issues, as well as with its aca
demic policies.
“ People in California, more than any
where else in the world, have an opportu
nity to travel the world without leaving
the state,” Martinez said. “ If people here
in Cal Poly would realize the value that
different cultures are bringing to this
campus, they will feel wealthier.”
Glenn Horn is a journalism senior. This is
his second quarter writing fo r Mustang
Daily. This article is reprinted from the
March 7u5ueo/M ustang Daily.
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M u r r a y S t . S t a t i o n is c e n t r a l l y lo c a t e d

ALSO FEATURED ARE .16 2-BEDROOM, I
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS.

t o r th e s t u d e n t w h o w a n t s to s a v e e n e r g y
a n d w a l k ( 1 0 m i n . ) o r b i k e ( 5 m i n . ) to
c a m p u s . T w o m a j o r s h o p p in g c e n t e r s a r e

CALI, OR COME BY TODAY.
•NO APPOINTMENT IS NECESSARY.

w i t h i n e a s y w a l k i n g d is t a n c e , a s a r e
b a n k s , c h u r c h e s , a la r g e p a r k a n d o t h e r

1262 Murray Avenue
San Luis Obispo 9.1410

h e l p f u l s e r v ic e s .

(80.S) .S4I-.18.S6
OITicc hours: M-h »-I2. I -4:.10; Sal. V-12

1/2
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Thursday,
April 26
Coates in concert. Spon
sored by Poly Christian
Fellowship. 7 p.m. Location
TBA.

Friday.
April 27

I ’

•Math contest. Sponsored by
Kappa Mu Epsilon Math Honor
Society. 7:30 a.m. Location TBA.
Cost: Free.
•H one show. 8 a.m. at the Horse
Unit. Cost: Free.
•Poly Royal Opening Ceremo
nies. Sponsored by Poly Royal
Executive Team. 10 a.m. at the
Amphitheatre. Cost: Free.
•Over the Line Tonmansent.
Sponsored by Rec Sports. 10
a.m. at the Women’s Softball
Field. Cost: S12/team.
•IT Barbecue for department
students and families. Sponsored
by Industrial Technology
department. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
IT Dept. Quad Area. Cost: Free
to IT students and families.
•Perfonnen and Pantomimes.

Sponsored by Studies in the Old
and New Testament. Every hour
DO-4. Cost: Free.
•Various events. All day at the
Society for the Advancement of
Management (SAM) Stage on
Dexter Lawn. Cost: Free.
•Greek Theatre Lip«Sync Show.
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Ep
silon. Every ‘/ i hour at the Car
nival. Cost: $3.
•Laser Show Extravaganza.
Sponsored by the Society of
Photo-Optical Engineers. Every
'/i hour, :1S and :4S in S-22S.
Cost: $1.
•Rappeling Demonstration.
Sponsored by the Recondo Club.
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. at Fisher
Science. Cost: Free.
•Dorm Tours. Sponsored by In
terhall Council. 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. Meet in the lobby of Santa
Lucia Hall. Cost: Free.
•Mock Historical Debates.
Sponsored by the Historical
Society. 11 am. and 2 p.m. in
U.U. 216. Cost: Free.
• “ SnnveUing” (nnveUing of Cal
Poly’s Solar Powered Car).
Sponsored by the Sun Luis Solar
Powered Car Racing Team. 12
p.m. in T-1-3. Cost: Free.
•The Poly Follies. Presented by
the T remendous T welve Tones/
Cal Poly Choirs. 12 p.m. and 2:30
p.m. at the Theatre. Cost: $S.
•9 Hole Putting Tournament.
Sponsored by the Golf Associa
tion. 12 p.m. at the Putting
Green. Cost: S2.
•Gymnastics Show. Sponsored
by the Gymnastics Club. 1 p.m.
in Mott Gym. Cost: $3 for adults.

$2 for students/seniors and $1 for
children 12 and younger.
•Rodeo. Sponsored by Cal Poly
Rodeo Club. 6 p.m. in Collet
Arena. Cost: Presale — Reserved
$6, Gen. Adm. $5. At the gate —
Reserved $6.50, Gen. Adm.
S5.50.
•Slide Show: “ The Innovative
Age: A Look Back with El
Rodeo.’’ Sponsored by El Rodeo
(yearbook). 6 p.m. in U.U. 208.
Cost: Free.
•Large Group Meeting. Spon
sored by Poly Christian
Fellowship. 7 p.m. in Fisher
Science 286. Cost: Free.
•Laugh Asylum (comedy show).
Sponsored by ASI Special
Events. 7 and 9:30 p.m. in
Chumash Auditorium. Cost:
Presale — $4 for Students, $6 for
Public, $1 more at the door.
•French Film Presentation.
Sponsored by the French Club. 8
p.m. in Ag Earhart 231. Cost: $3.
•Gospel Royal: An Edge on Life.
Sponsored by Studies in the Old
and New Testament. 8 p.m. in
U.U. 220. Cost: Free.

Satnrdoy,
April 28
•AU>U>Can>Eat Pancake
Breakfast. Sponsored by Circle K
Service Club. 8 to 11 a.m. in the
Amphitheatre. Cost: $3.50.
•Sheep Showmanship. Sponsored

Cost: $20/team.
•Laser Show Extravaganza.
Sponsored by the Society of
Photo-Optical Engineers. Every
Vi hour, :15 and :45 in 5-225.
Cost: $1.
• Logging Team Demonstration.
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the NRM
Greenhouse. Cost: Free.
•IT Barbecue for department
students and families. Sponsored
by Industrial Technology
dpartment. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
IT Dept. Quad Area. Cost: Free
to IT students and families.
•Parade. Sponsored by Poly
Royal Executive Team. 10:15
a.m. on Perimeter Road. Cost:
Free.
•Rappeling Demonstration.
Sponsored by Recondo Club. 11
a.m. and 2 p.m. at Fisher Science.
Cost: Free.
•Dorm Tours. Sponsored by In
terhall Council. 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. Meet in lobby of Santa
Lucia Hall. Cost: Free.
•Mock Historical Debates.
Sponsored by Historical Society.
11 a.m. and 2 p.m. in U.U. 216.
Cost: Free.
•Alumni Picnic. Sponsored by
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
TO-3. Cost: Free to members.
•AH You Can Eat BBQ. Spon
sored by Delta Sigma Phi. 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. at Poly Grove.
Cost: $7.
•Water Polo: Men’s team vs.
alumni. Sponsored by Men’s
Water Polo Club. 11 a.m. at the
Outdoor Pool. Cost: Free.
Continued next page

by Boots and Spurs. 8 a.m. at the
Sheep Unit. Cost: Free.
•Swine Showmanship. Sponsored
by Boots and Spurs. 8 a.m. at the
Swine Unit. Cost: Free.
•Beef Showmanship. Sponsored
by Boots and Spurs. 8 a.m. at the
Beef Unit. Cost: Free.
•Horse Exhibition, Colt Class.
Sponsored by Cutting & Reining.
9 a.m. at the Horse Unit. Cost:
Free.
•Water Polo: Women’s team vs.
alumni. Sponsored by Women’s
Water Polo team. 9:30 a.m. at
the Outdoor Pool. Cost: Free.
•The Kids on the Block; A
Disability Awareness Puppet
Show (geared for elementary
school ages). Sponsored by Stu
dent Community Services. 10
and 11 a.m. in U.U. 208. Cost:
Free.
•Anything Goes Design Com*
petition. Sponsored by the
American Society of Mechanical
' Engineers. 10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
in TO-2. Cost: $2.
•Greek Theatre Lip*Sync Show.
Sponsored by Sigma Alpha Ep
silon. Every Vi hour, at the Car
nival. Cost: $3.
•Performers and Pantomimes.
Sponsored by Studies in the Old
and New Testament. Every hour
in DO-4. Cost: Free.
•Various events. All day on the
Society for the Advancement of
Management (SAM) Stage on
Dexter Lawn. Cost: Free.
•2*Man Volleyball Tournament.
Sponsored by the American
Marketing Association. 10 a.m.
at the Women’s Softball field.

THE BEST KEPT SECRET IN S.L.O. IS
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SOUTHWESTERN, ORIENTAL, SOUTH AMERICAN
AFRICAN AND MODERN STYLES
• Blankets
• Kimonos
• Leather Goods

• Baskets
• Hammocks
• Glassware

• Pottery
• Jewelry
• Futons

• Plants
•Vases
• Umbrellas

• Silverware
• Glassware
• Pillows (ALL SIZES
and SHAPES)

“IfYou Think Pier One Has a Huge Selection You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet'

$5.00 OFF
BEACH CHAIRS with this coupon
One coupon per customer
Exp. 5-26-90

* ^ T ^

r d e n s

T

1998 Santa Barbara St.

20% OFF
ALL JEWELRY with this coupon
■

(^GARDENS

coupon per customer
Exp. 5-26-90

)

1998

Barbara St.
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• Rodeo. Sponsored by the Rodeo
Club. 11 a.m. in Collet Arena.
Cost: Presale — Reserved $6,
Gen. Adm. $5. At the gate —
Reserved $7, Gen. Adm. $6.
• Poly Games. Sponsored by Poly
Royal Executive Team/School of
I Agriculture. 11 a.m. at the
1 Baseball Field. Cost: Free.
•The Poly Follies. Presented by
1 the Tremendous Twelve Tones/
Cal Poly Choirs. 12 and 2:30 p.m.
! at the Theatre. Cost: $5.
•9 Hole Putting Tournament.
I Sponsored by the Golf Associa
tion. 12 p.m. at the Putting
Green. Cost: $2.
• Alumni Luncheon. Sponsored
by the American Society of
Metals. 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. at 12' 107. Cost: Free to members.
(•Die Morro Musikanten Oompah
. Pah Band. Sponsored by the
I German Club. 12 p.m. to 3 p.m.
I at the English Lawn. Cost: Free.
•Concert. Sponsored by the PerIcussion Ensemble. 12 to 1 p.m. at
(the Amphitheatre. Cost: Free.
•Alumni Luncheon. Sponsored
Iby the Structural Engineering
IAssociation of California. 12 p.m.
Ito3 p.m. in WO-30. Cost: Free to'
Imembers.
•Gymnastics Show. Sponsored
Iby the Gymnastics Club. 1 p.m.

in Mott Gym. Cost: $3 for adults,
$2 for students/seniors and $1 for
children 12 and younger.
•Pony Polo Match. Sponsored by
Polo Club. 1 p.m. at ????. Cost:
Free.
•Rugby: Cal Poly vs. SLO City.
Sponsored by Rugby Club. 1
p.m. at Mustang Stadium. Cost:
Free.
•Popsicle Stick Bridge Contest.
Sponsored by Society of Civil
Engineers. 1 p.m. in TO-1. Cost:
Free.
•Tractor/Truck Pull. Sponsored
by Ag Engineering Society. 2
p.m. at 04 Track. Cost: $6
Bleachers, $5 Hillside.
•Rodeo. Sponsored by Rodeo
Club. 5 p.m. in Collet Arena.
Costs: Presale — Reserved $7.50,
Gen. Adm. S6.S0. At the gate —
Reserved $8, Gen. Adm. $7.
•Women’s Soccer Alumni Soccer
Game. Sponsored by Women’s
Soccer Team. 5 p.m. in Mustang
Stadium. Cost: Free.
•Step Show and Dance. Spon
sored by Alpha Phi Alpha. 5 p.m.
to 2 a.m. in Chumash
Auditorium. Cost: $2.
•BBQ for students, faculty and
alumni of American Welding
Society. Sponsored by AWS. 5
p.m. to 8 p.m. at Building 58
Court Yard. Cost: $2 for stu-

dents.
•Slide Show: “ The Innovative
Age: A Look Back with El
Rodeo.” Sponsored by El Rodeo
(yearbook). 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. in
U.U. 208. Cost: Free.
•Soccer: Men’s Varsity vs.
Alumni. Sponsored by Men’s
Soccer Team. 7:30 p.m. at
Mustang Stadium. Cost: Free.
•Concert. Sponsored by the
Symphonic Band. 8 p.m. in the
Theatre. Cost: $6.50 Public,
$3.75 Students/Seniors.
•Santana in Concert. Sponsored
by ASl Concerts. 8 p.m. in Mott
Gym. Cost: In Advance —
Reserve $18, Gen. Adm. $14. At
the door — $ 16 for students, $ 18
for the public.

Sunday,
April 29
•2-Man Volleyball Tournament.
Sponsored by the American
Marketing Association. 10 a.m.
at the Women’s Softball Field.
Cost: $20/team.

T h e M u s t a n g D a il y .
Read it. Know it. Quiz Friday.
Oh, thoaa crazy Scuba Divorai Moot thorn, and many othora, at Poly Royal.

When it’s not on campus
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It's Happening Poly Royal Weekend, Downtown San Luis Obispo!

THURSDAY
April 26th

FRIDAY
April 27th

SATURDAY
April 28th

SUNDAY
April 29th

Experience Downtown
Farm ers' Market

H ospitality Night

Great Shopping

Classic Car Show
( Court St.)

Great Shopping

Fine R estaurants

Barbecues
E n tertain m en t
Stores Open Late

Enjoy Live Music
Stores Open Late

Stores Open Late
Fine Dining

Fabulous Dining

Stroll along th e Creek
Great Shopping

E ntertainm ent
on Garden St.
6-9 pm

County Band Concert
Mission Plaza
3pm
Sponsored by the Downtown San Luis Obispo BIA
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COME IN FOR A ROYALLY GOOD TIME!
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^(DODSTOCK’S
1015 Court St.

.

541-4420

1^iU-

PRETTY FAST, FREE DELIVERY IN A U . OF SLO
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<WaX>STOCKS

WOODSTOCK'S
ROYAL SPECIAL
2 TOPPING LARGE P
AND 2 SOFT DRINI

I

,I
li ll i L C f t H r*

<W0C®ST0CK’S

$2.00 O FF
WHEN YOU ORDER ANY PIZZA
AND 2 SOFT-DRINKS
1015 Court St.

"WOODSTOCK’S
2 TOPPING SMALL PIZZA
AND 2 SOFT DRINKS

only $10.77
4 /2 & /9 0 :4 /2 8 /9 p _

Good thru 4 / 2 6 / 9 0 - 4 / 2 8 / 9 0

only
Court St.

$ 8.66

5 4 1 -4 4 2 0

Copeland^s Sports
One of the largest and most
complete sporting Goods Stores
on the central coast!
W hether you're in to working ou t hard or you
just w ant to iook great Copeland’s Sports has g o t w hat
you need to go back to schooi in styie!
. Exercise Equipm ent.
. Shoes •Athletic Apparei
. Backpacking/Camping.
. Footbaii. Basebaii.
. Tennis . Basketbaii.
And Much Morel

962 Monterey St.
54S-S66S
Mon-Wed 9:30-6, Thurs-Fri 6-9,
sat 10-7, Sun 10-6

